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Abstract:
A new method of including coupling to the continuum in e�ective interaction shell

model is presented. Some its applications to astrophysically important nuclear re-

actions are presented in detail. Consequences of continuum coupling in statistical

model on this basis are also discussed. Further applications of the model are also

reviewed.
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1. Introduction

Theoretical description of exotic nuclei close to the drip lines has been one of the

most exciting challenges over last years. These weakly bound nuclear systems exhibit

some unusual spatial properties of their nucleon density distribution like one or two

nucleon halo or enhanced di�useness. Such exotic structures are principally caused by

the proximity of particle continuum. Since the discovery of the �rst halo nucleus 11Li

every year has been bringing new halo candidates. The well established existence of

the neutron halo nuclei contrasts with very questionable realizations of proton halo, so

theoretical investigations in this �eld are even more exciting.

The structure of the weakly bound nuclei is also interesting from astrophysical point

of view. Many of them can exist in the conditions in star interior and become involved

in well known chains of thermonuclear reactions. The most famous example being the

solar neutrino puzzle { direct experimental probe of the Sun interior. In the advent of

very precise predictions of the standard solar model (SSM) of Bahcall (1989) [see also

Bahcall and Ulrich (1988)] and staying in the framework of standard electroweak theory,

the most uncertain input happens to be radiative capture reaction rate 7Be(p; )8B

(Bahcall 1998). At the solar energies (cf Gamow peak, see Appendix A.3) this cross

section is to small to be directly measurable. For higher energies (ECM > 150 keV), the

available experimental data (Kavanagh 1960, Parker 1966, Kavanagh et al 1969, Vaughn

et al 1970, Filippone et al 1983a, b, Wiezorek et al 1977, Hammache et al 1998) are

ambiguous due to: (i) indirect normalization from the 7Li(d; p)8Li reaction, (ii) model

dependent extrapolation down to the Gamow peak. However, more recent experiments

(Filippone et al 1983a, b, Hammache et al 1998) consistently indicate low value of

astrophysical factor (see appendix Appendix A.2) (< 20 eV � b). Also the Coulomb

dissociation experiments (Motobayashi et al 1994, Kikuchi et al 1997, 1998, Bou�e 1999,

Ivasa et al 1999) deduce the low value of astrophysical factor though this value depends

strongly on E2 contribution to the process.

On the other hand, many di�erent theoretical models have been applied to the

astrophysical factor calculations (eg Tombrello 1965, Aurdal 1970, Robertson 1973,

Descouvemont & Baye 1988, 1994, Cs�ot�o et al 1995, Brown et al 1996, Nunes et

al 1997a, b), and their predictions are often in striking disagreement among each

other. Part of the theoretical ambiguities can be removed by simultaneous study of
7Li(n; )8Li mirror reaction, which has also been studied by several experimental groups

(Imhof et al 1959, Wiescher et al 1989, Nagai et al 1991, Lynn et al 1991, Blackmon

et al 1996). Also for this reaction contradictory cross sections have been reported.

Anyway, cross section for this reaction at very low energies is also extremely interesting

by itself, because it provides an essential element of the rapid process of primordial

nucleosynthesis of nuclei with A � 12 in the inhomogeneous big-bang models (Applegate

et al 1987, 1988, Fuller et al 1988, Malaney & Fowler 1988, Terasawa & Sato 1989,

1990). In the above mentioned hypothesis, the main reaction chain leading to the

synthesis of heavy elements is 1H(n; )2H(n; )3H(d; n)4He(t; )7Li(n; )8Li, and then
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8Li(�; n)11B(n; )12B(��)12C(n; )13C, etc (Malaney & Fowler 1988). Therefore, the

reaction 7Li(n; )8Li is a key process to bridge the gap of mass A = 8.

Another interesting reaction from either structure or astrophysical point of view

is 16O(p; )17F. In this case precise experimental data of Morlock et al (1997) cover

the energy range from 200 to 3750 keV, and the decays to the ground state (g.s.)

(J� = 5
2

+
) and to the �rst excited state (J� = 1

2

+
) of 17F are accurately resolved.

Strikingly di�erent behaviour of the astrophysical factor for the J� = 5
2

+
state and very

weakly bound (105 keV) J� = 1
2

+
state are explained by an existence of proton halo

in the latter state (Morlock et al 1997). Di�erent theoretical approaches, including the

potential model (Morlock et al 1997, Rolfs 1973), the model based on the generator

coordinate method (GCM) (Baye et al 1998) or the K- and R-matrix analysis (Brune

1996), have been proposed to describe this reaction.

On the astrophysics side, the exact knowledge of the 16O(p; )17F reaction rate

is necessary for modeling of nucleosynthesis process in the hydrogen-burning stars.

Explosive hydrogen burning occurs at various sites in the Universe, including novae, X-

ray bursts or the supermassive stars (Wallace & Woosley 1981, Champagne & Wiescher

1992, van Wormer et al 1994, Rehm et al 1996, Wiesher & Kettner 1982). Hydrogen

burning of second generation stars proceeds mainly through proton-proton (pp) chain

and CNO cycle. The change-over from the pp chain to the CNO cycle happens near

T � 2 � 107 K. The above reaction is of particular interest as it starts the side branch of

CNO cycle: 16O(p; )17F(p; )18Ne(�+)18F(p; �)15O. On the other hand the contribution

of CNO cycle to the total amount of energy produced in the Sun is small and CNO

neutrinos account only for about 2 % of the total neutrino ux (Adelberger et al 1998).

Moreover, most of them are coming from the decay of 15N and 15O in the main CNO-I

branch. The ux of neutrinos controlled by the reaction 16O(p; )17F of the CNO-II

cycle is again two orders of magnitude smaller than the ux of 15N and 15O neutrinos.

Hence, the measurement of CNO neutrinos coming from di�erent sources provides an

accurate handle to the thermonuclear reaction processes in stars like the Sun and allows,

in principle, to distinguish di�erent branches of the CNO cycle.

The inuence of continuum scattering on the mean �eld properties has been

addressed before in the context of random phase approximation (RPA) (Buballa et

al 1991a, b, Dro_zd_z et al 1992) and Hatree{Fock{Bogolubov (HFB) approach (for a

review see Dobaczewski et al 1996), but no such analysis has so far been completed

using the realistic shell model (SM). A natural starting point is the continuum shell

model (CSM) approach (Fano 1961, Philpott 1977), which is described in detail in

the monograph of Mahaux & Weidenm�uller (1969). The approach based on restricted

space of con�gurations generated by �nite depth potential was applied to study giant

resonances and radiative capture reactions probing their microscopic structure (Bartz

et al 1977, 1978, Fladt et al 1988). The new feature of Bartz et al (1977) approach was

to exclude explicitly resonances from the continuum and include them in the space of

localized bound states. All these modi�cations are insuÆcient for nuclei close to drip

lines or low lying part of nuclear spectrum, where it is essential to have the most realistic
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description of (quasi-) bound state subspace. That is the reason of introduction of shell

model embedded in the continuum (SMEC) that is based on the realistic SM and was

�rst applied for the above mentioned proton capture reaction on 7Be in Bennaceur et al

(1998).

The structure of this review is following: in the next section 2 we describe the

main features of the CSM, in section 3 we discuss in detail di�erences between CSM

and the new approach SMEC and in section 4 many di�erent applications of SMEC are

presented. Sections 5{7 contain applications to selected speci�c nuclei and reactions.

Finally section 8 presents conclusion and perspectives for further applications of SMEC.

2. Continuum Shell Model: Formulation

All the foundations of the continuum shell model (CSM) are extensively discussed in

monograph of Mahaux & Weidenm�uller (1969), so we shall present here their main

results and devote most of our attention to later developments and modi�cations. In

fact the model was thought as a straightforward extension of usual shell model (SM)

to facilitate it for �nite depth potentials, so having continuous spectrum of eigenvalues

besides a (�nite) set of discrete ones. The following division of states of A nucleon

system described in SM framework has been proposed: in class one they put these

eigenstates where all A nucleons occupy bound single particle (s.p.) orbitals, class two

comprises the con�gurations where A� 1 nucleons are in bound s.p. orbitals, while one

nucleon is in a scattering eigenstate, class three contains all con�gurations with A � 2

nucleons in bound s.p. orbitals and two nucleons in the continuum, etc. Only the �rst

two classes are included in CSM approach. This allows to avoid some mathematical

diÆculties encountered in the three-body problem (eg Fadeev, 1965), but on the other

hand leads to truncation of model space limiting the type of reactions which can be

described by the model. These are: elastic, inelastic and charge exchange scattering of

nucleons, radiative capture of nucleons and its inverse. The virtual or real excitation of

channels containing three or more fragments or two composite particles is not included.

This leads to some de�ciences of the model in the case when such channels lie close to

the single nucleon threshold and will be discussed later (in the case of 8B). Sometimes

these diÆculties can be overcome via formalism involving di�erent truncation scheme,

eg taking �-particle channels into account (Balashov et al 1964), that is particularly

useful if � channels are situated much lower in excitation energy than single nucleon

channels.

2.1. Basic de�nitions

We start with following decomposition of many body Hamiltonian for the system

of A nucleons given in chapter 3 of the above mentioned monograph (Mahaux &

Weidenm�uller 1969):

H = H0 + V (2.1)
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where H0 is one body part of Hamiltonian and V stands for residual interaction.

In the CSM space comprised by class one eigenfunctions �i (i = 1 : : :N) and class

two eigenfunctions �cE (c = 1 : : :�) the operator H0 is de�ned by

h�ijH0j�ji = Ei Æij;

h�ijH0j�cEi = 0; (2.2)

h�cEjH0j�c0E0i = E Æcc0 Æ(E � E 0):

�i eigenfunctions contained originally Slater determinants built up of bound state

orbitals only, but without restriction on their eigenenergy, therefore some of them have

energy above some particle emission thresholds. For this reason they are called bound

states embedded in the continuum (BSEC). This condition has been later released

to include resonances (Bartz et al 1977) and their name become quasi-bound states

embedded in the continuum (QBSEC). Their space is naturally restricted if �nite depth

potential is used or by restriction used to de�ne SM space.

�cE eigenfunctions are related to the concept of channel, ie eigenstates of Hamilto-

nian for the system of A� 1 nucleons. We introduce the surface functions 'c (Lane and

Thomas 1958):

'c =
1

rA

�
Y lj(r̂A)�i

I(A� 1)
�J

where Y lj(r̂) are eigenfunctions of the operators l2 and j2; r = jrj and r̂ = r=r. The

index c stands for the set of quantum numbers fljIJg and any further quantum numbers

necessary to specify �i(A�1)z completely (besides I). Using the radial part of scattering

wave function of the A-th nucleon ulj(rA; kc) we write

�cE = AAfulj(rA; kc)'cg
Here, AA is the operator which antisymmetrizes the function with respect to the �rst

(A � 1) nucleons and the A-th nucleon. The channel index c stands for the set of

quantum numbers de�ning target [(A� 1) nucleon] system, scattering particle (lj) and

quantum numbers of the total A nucleon system. The index E usually denotes the total

energy with respect to the lowest (elastic) threshold for emission of nucleon [centre of

mass (CM) energy]. These functions ful�ll the following relations

h�cEj�c
0

E0i = Æcc0 Æ(E � E 0);

h�ij�cEi = 0:

Residual interaction V mixes states �i so h�ijHj�ji 6= Ei Æij. We shall specify

new set of functions f�ig which diagonalizes H and can be expressed in terms of basis

functions f�ig

�i =
NX
j=1

aij �j (2.3)

z The functions �i(A� 1) are de�ned in complete analogy to �i but for system with one nucleon less.

So we shall skip further details.
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with help of unitary matrix a � [aij]. This feature is called internal mixing.

Analogously, channel eigenfunctions f�cEg are mixed

�cE =
�X

c0=1

bcc0�
c0

E (2.4)

were unitary matrix b � [bcc0] diagonalizes HamiltonianH de�ning a new basis set f�cEg.

2.2. Projection technique

Now we shall proceed to solve the Schr�odinger equation

H	 = E	: (2.5)

In order to solve it we apply Feshbach's (1962) projection technique. We divide our

model space into two disjoint subspaces Q and P. The subspace Q shall represent our

class one wave function space consisting of space localized states. The subspace P shall

represent the space of class two wave functions with one nucleon in the continuum and

all A� 1 nucleons in bound orbitals. We introduce projection operators Q and P which

project on the subspaces Q and P respectively and in our model space they ful�ll the

condition:

P 2 = P; Q2 = Q;

PQ = QP = 0;

P +Q = 1;

(2.6)

where 1 stands for identity operator and 0 for null operator. The equation (2.5) splits

into a set of two coupled equations

(E �HPP )	P = HPQ	Q; (2.7a)

(E �HQQ)	Q = HQP	P (2.7b)

where the following notation is used: HPP � PHP , HPQ � PHQ, etc, and 	P � P	,

	Q � Q	. From our de�nition of H0 (2.2) we have also

HPQ = P (H0 + V )Q = VPQ

HQP = Q(H0 + V )P = VQP
(2.8)

so the subspaces P and Q are coupled by means of the residual interaction V only.

First we shall solve equation (2.7a) without the source term:

(E �HPP )�
c(+)
E = 0 (2.9)

f�c(+)E g describe the channels which have been coupled by the residual interaction V

(2.4). The superscript (+) denotes that the boundary conditions have been imposed

with an incoming wave in channel c (entrance channel) and outgoing waves in all other

channels.

The particular solution of (2.7a) is

	P = G
(+)
P VPQ	Q (2.10)
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where propagator (Green function) G
(+)
P in the P space de�ned as

G
(+)
P = P (E+ �HPP )�1P (2.11)

with usual meaning of E+ as a limit of the expression: E + i� (� ! 0+). The full

solution of (2.7a) can be written in the form

	P = �
c(+)
E +G

(+)
P VPQ	Q: (2.12)

This solution can now be inserted back to (2.7b) with the following formal solution

	Q =
�
E �HQQ � VQPG

(+)
P VPQ

��1
VQP �

c(+)
E : (2.13)

One can now de�ne e�ective Hamiltonian in the Q space that includes the e�ect of

coupling to the P space

He�
QQ � HQQ + VQPG

(+)
P VPQ: (2.14)

The above operator is no longer Hermitian (but still symmetric) and it depends on

energy. Solutions of its eigenequation

He�
QQ

~� = ~E ~� (2.15)

are eigenfunctions ~�i(E) with complex eigenvalues ~Ei(E) = ~Ei(E) � i~� i(E)=2. The

energies of resonances Ei are de�ned by �xed point equations

~Ei(E = Ei) = Ei (2.16)

and their widths are given by

�i = ~�i(Ei): (2.17)

Due to the properties of e�ective Hamiltonian He�
QQ its eigenfunctions ~�i can be

expressed as

~�i =
NX
j=1

dij �j (2.18)

with help of orthogonal (dT = d�1), but complex matrix d � [dij].

The equations (2.12) and (2.13) give the full solution 	
c(+)
E of (2.5)

	
c(+)
E = 	P + 	Q = �

c(+)
E +

�
1 +G

(+)
P VPQ

�
(E �He�

QQ)�1VQP �
c(+)
E (2.19)

where we insert two projection operators Q of the form:

Q =
NX
i=1

j�iih�ij (2.20)

to obtain:

	c(+)
E = �c(+)E +

NX
i;j=1

�
�i + !(+)

i

�
h�i j (E �He�

QQ)�1 j �jih�j j VQP j �c(+)E i (2.21)

We have introduced the following notation

!
(+)
i = G

(+)
P VPQ�i (2.22)
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that is in fact formal solution of following equation coupling P and Q spaces

(E �HPP )!
(+)
i = VPQ�i (2.23)

which in turn is an inhomogeneous version of coupled channels equation (2.9). In this

case superscript (+) denotes outgoing waves in all channels, because !
(+)
i describes the

decay of the state �i. One can also de�ne



(+)
i �

�
1 +G

(+)
P VPQ

�
�i = �i + !

(+)
i (2.24)

describing simultaneously the state �i and its decay, nevertheless, they are no longer

eigenstates after coupling to the space P has been switched on. The proper resonant

wave function will be presented shortly.

With help of the eigensolution of the e�ective Hamiltonian those total wave

functions (2.25) can be rewritten as

	
c(+)
E = �

c(+)
E +

NX
i=1

~

(+)
i (E � ~Ei)�1h~�i j VQP j �c(+)E i: (2.25)

Here resonant wave function ~

(+)
i is de�ned via

~
(+)
i �

�
1 +G(+)

P VPQ
�

~�i = ~�i + ~!(+)
i (2.26)

where ~!
(+)
i is transformed via the same orthogonal matrix d as ~�i

~!
(+)
i =

NX
j=1

dij !
(+)
j : (2.27)

In contrast to the �i (or ~�i), the ~

(+)
i have a non-zero overlap with the channel wave

functions and thus they describe decaying states.

2.3. Equivalence of P and Q space solutions

We can also solve the set of equations (2.7a) and (2.7b) starting from the latter one.

We already know general solution of the following homogeneous version of (2.7b):

(E �HQQ)�i = 0 (2.28)

which is given by (2.3) in terms of non disturbed (V omitted) wave functions. General

solution of (2.7b) we can write as

	Q = �i + (E �HQQ)�1VQP	P : (2.29)

Again this solution we insert back to equation (2.7a) resulting with

	P =
�
E(+) �HPP � VPQ(E �HQQ)�1VQP

��1
VPQ �i: (2.30)

Now we can write analogously to (2.19) solution of full Schr�odinger equation (2.5)

as

	(+)
i = 	Q + 	P = �i + (1 +GQVQP )

�
E(+) �He�

PP

��1
VPQ �i (2.31)

with obvious notation

He�
PP � HPP + VPQGQVQP (2.32)
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and

GQ = Q(E �HQQ)�1Q: (2.33)

Equation (2.31) describes the inuence of continuum states from P space on the �i

state in Q space. Therefore, it describes decaying states. However, because of boundary

conditions, it cannot give us information about scattering process. So we shall base our

further calculations on the approach of the preceding section 2.2.

2.4. Scattering matrix and partial widths

The scattering matrix S is de�ned as follows (Mahaux & Weidenm�uller 1969):

Scc0(E) = exp(2iÆc)Æcc0 � 2�ih�c0(�)E j V j 	
c(+)
E i (2.34)

where

�
c(�)
E = exp(�iÆc)�

c
E = AAfu(�)lj (rA; kc)'cg

Æc is a potential scattering phase shift in channel c and Æcc0 is the Kronecker delta. Using

expression (2.25) for 	
c(+)
E one arrives with matrix element h~�?

i j V j �c(+)E i = h�c(�)E j
V j ~�ii multiplied by another matrix element h�c0(�)E j V j ~


(+)
i i. The former one can

be evaluated with help of the Lippmann{Schwinger equation (Lippmann & Schwinger

1950)

�
c(+)
E = (1 +G

(+)
P V )�

c(+)
E (2.35)

relating �c(+)E and �c(+)E analogously to the equation (2.26) for ~
(+)
i and ~�i. Then the

following relation holds:

h�c(�)E j V j ~

(+)
i i = h�c(�)E j V (1 +G

(+)
P V ) j ~�ii = h�c(�)E j V j ~�ii (2.36)

Finally we can recognize the following structure of scattering matrix S:

Scc0 = Spot
cc0 + Sres

cc0 (2.37)

where the potential part reads

Spot
cc0 = exp(2iÆc)Æcc0 � 2�ih�c0(�)E j V j �c(+)E i (2.38)

and the resonance part is

Sres
cc0 = �2�i

NX
i=1

h�c0(�)E j V j ~�iih�c(�)E j V j ~�ii
E � ~Ei

(2.39)

The �rst, potential part Spot
cc0 behaves smoothly with energy, while the resonant part Sres

cc0

rapidly changes when energy approaches the real part of an eigenvalue ~Ei.
Using amplitude of the partial width given by

~ic =
p

2�h�c(�)E j V j ~

(+)
i i =

p
2�h�c(�)E j V j ~�ii

we can rewrite the resonance part as

Sres
cc0 = �i

NX
i=1

~ic0 ~ic

E � ~Ei
(2.40)
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This has the form of many{level Breit{Wigner formula (Breit & Wigner 1936). However

the energies ~Ei and the partial width amplitudes ~ic depend upon energy of the particle

in the continuum.

If partial width of the resonance state i for decay into channel c is

~�ic = j~icj2;
then the relation between the total width ~�i = �2 Im ~Ei and the partial width will be

~�i =
1

h~	i j ~	ii
�X
c=1

j~icj2 �
�X
c=1

j~icj2; (2.41)

because h~	i j ~	ii � 1. This is due to non-hermiticity of He�
QQ and will be discussed in

detail in the following section. The problem of the partial width is also discussed in

section 4.2.

2.5. E�ective Hamiltonian

As we have already mentioned in the section 2.2 the e�ective Hamiltonian He�
QQ de�ned

by (2.14) is complex and symmetric. Therefore it can be diagonalized with the help of

the orthogonal transformation (denoted d in the section 2.2) and we can write again its

eigenequation as

He�
QQj~�right

i i = ~E righti j~�right
i i (2.42)

which de�nes right eigenvalues ~E righti with right eigenfunctions j~�right
i i. Then we shall

construct a dual basis of the left eigenfunctions fh~�left
i jg which ful�ll the left Schr�odinger

equation

h~�left
i jHe�

QQ = h~�left
i j

�
~E lefti

�?
(2.43)

which is independent of (2.42). Now we can transpose its both sides to get�
He�

QQ

�T �j~�left
i i

�?
=
�

~E lefti

�? �j~�left
i i

�?
(2.44)

This equation is in fact identical with (2.42) because of the property of symmetry of the

Hamiltonian so
�
He�

QQ

�T
= He�

QQ. Therefore the eigenvalues are related by

~E lefti =
�

~E righti

�?
and eigenfunctions by

j~�left
i i =

�
j~�right

i i
�?

Then the right and the left eigenfunctions form an orthogonal and normalized set of

vectors, h~�left
i j~�right

j i = Æij.

Therefore we can skip this `right' and `left' superscripts and denote the right

eigenfunction j~�ii and then left eigenfunctions will be h~�?
i j. The orthonormalization

condition reads

h~�?
i j~�ji = Æij: (2.45)
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Using the property that sum of squared norms always is larger than the sum of squares,

from (2.45) it follows

h~�ij~�ii � 1: (2.46)

Moreover the numbers h~�ij~�ji are complex for i 6= j.

3. Shell model embedded in the continuum: A new approach

Recently we have proposed a new approach to include the continuum to the SM

(Bennaceur et al 1998). It is based on the modern nuclear SM code, as eg code antoine

written by Etienne Caurier (1989) in order to describe (quasi-)bound states fairly well.

This allows us to use various e�ective interactions either phenomenological or derived

theoretically, or a mixture of both. These are much better for realistic description of

nuclear states than the ones used in standard CSM �nite depth potential plus zero range

residual interaction approach (Bartz et al 1977). In this section we shall present the

main di�erences between our SMEC and standard CSM.

3.1. Residual interaction

The standard CSM approach (Bartz et al 1977, 1978) uses the �nite depth (Woods{

Saxon) potential for H0 part of the Hamiltonian (2.1) and the simple zero range for

the residual part V . This is more consistent treatment and works satisfactory for high

lying excited states, but is not satisfactory for the lower part of the spectrum, the only

part known for the exotic nuclei far from beta stability line. For this purpose SM with

an e�ective interaction is much more suitable. However, this e�ective interaction is

usually known in the form of matrix elements in a basis of in�nite depth potential.

Because matrix elements involve not only Hamiltonian itself but also its wave functions

we have too few information to recover the splitting into H0 and V . In order to obtain

results that can be compared with the experimental data we decided to use the e�ective

Hamiltonian of SM in our Q space.

On the other hand we are obliged to use the �nite depth potential in the P space.

Therefore we have to choose some form of the residual interaction V . To start with we

have selected the zero range one, so the most general form is

V12 = [�(r) + �(r)P �
12] Æ(r1 � r2) (3.1)

where P �
12 is the spin exchange operator, a(r) and b(r) are strengths of direct and spin-

exchange term. In the following we shall use two version of this force: (i) the simple one

with a and b independent of r (Wigner{Barlett or WB force), (ii) the density{dependent

(DD) force with a and b dependent on nuclear density.

In the �rst case (3.1) can be rewritten in the form (Bartz et al 1977):

V12 = �V (0)
12 [�+ (1� �)P �

12] Æ(r1 � r2) (3.2)

with the overall strength parameter V
(0)
12 and the direct (Wigner) part fraction �

(0 � � � 1).
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In the second case we shall use the form of Schwesinger and Wambach (1984):

V12 = �
�
�(r)v̂in00 + [1� �(r)] v̂ex00 + � 1 � � 2

n
�(r)v̂in01 + [1� �(r)] v̂ex01

o�
Æ(r1 � r2) (3.3)

where we decided to introduce the relative strength parameter � just keeping all other

parameters �xed at the Schwesinger and Wambach values. The nuclear density �(r) is

of the Fermi form:

�(r) =
�
1 + exp

�
r � r0
d

���1
(3.4)

with r0 and d { de�ning size and surface thickness of the nucleus. The remaining

parameters in (3.3) have following values: v̂in00 = 36:45, v̂ex00 = �297:9, v̂in01 = 109:4 and

v̂ex01 = 115:5, all in units MeV�fm3.

Because of the zero range nature of the force used and the antisymmetry of the

total wave function we have: P �
12P

�
12 = �1 x, so the form (3.3) is equivalent to (3.1) with

�(r) = �
n
�(r)

�
v̂in00 � v̂in01

�
+ [1� �(r)]

�
v̂ex00 � v̂ex01

�o
�(r) = �2�

n
�(r)v̂in01 + [1� �(r)] v̂ex01

o
We shall discuss values of all the other parameters when applying to some particular

nuclei.

3.2. Solution of CSM

Generally, the solution procedure follows the scheme presented in the section 2.2, so we

have to solve three sets of equations. The �rst set describes localized states in the Q
subspace before the coupling to continuum [in fact (2.28)]. The second set of equations

describes scattering states in the P subspace analogously without coupling to localized

states in Q space [(2.9)]. Because the potential scattering usually contains so called

potential resonances, we remove them from the P space using the condition: P +Q = 1.

Finally, the third set describes coupling between Q and P spaces [(2.23)]. In order to

calculate the total wave function (2.25) we shall solve, in fact, one additional set of

equations to diagonalize the e�ective Hamiltonian He�
QQ [(2.15)].

3.2.1. Q space solution As we mentioned before, we replace the Hamiltonian part HQQ

with the e�ective SM Hamiltonian and diagonalize with the help of the standard SM

code

(E �HSM) �SM
i = 0: (3.5)

As the result we obtain the many-body wave functions �SM
i together with corresponding

eigenenergies Ei. For the reason that will be clear shortly we have to solve two such

sets: one for the system of A nucleons and another one for (A � 1) nucleon (target)

system.

x with usual de�nition of spin exchange operator P �
12 �

1
2 (1+�1 ��2) and analogously isospin exchange

operator P �
12
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3.2.2. P space solution For the continuum part, we solve the coupled channel equa-

tions:

(E �HPP ) �
c(+)
E =

�X
c0=1

(E �Hcc0) �
c0(+)
E = 0 (3.6)

where for the sake of the notation simplicity we have denoted one body channel wave

function �
c(+)
E as the many body channel wave function in section 2. The (A�1) nucleon

part of this function acts only via additional term in the potential

Hcc0 = (T + U) Æcc0 + �Jcc0; (3.7)

where T is the kinetic energy operator. The potential U is taken as the Woods-Saxon

(WS) type with a spin{orbit and (if necessary) Coulomb parts

U(r) = V0f(r) + Vso��
2
�(2l � s)

1

r

df(r)

dr
+ VC; (3.8)

with the Compton wavelength of pion: ��2� = 2 fm2, and the spherically symmetric WS

form factor f(r):

f(r) = f1 + exp [(r � R0) =a]g�1 (3.9)

The Coulomb potential VC is calculated for a uniformly charged sphere with the same

radius R0.

The coupling potential �Jcc0 arises solely from the residual interaction (B.4) and

depends on the target states [(A�1) system], single particle orbitals lj and total angular

momentum and parity J�. The diagonal part �Jcc changes `initial guess' potential U and,

consequently, s.p. wave functions. So this implies a self-consistent procedure for these

s.p. wave functions which are occupied in the target state (otherwise their matrix element

is zero and �Jcc is just a correction to the potential U). This procedure is fast converging

to the self-consistent average potential

U(r) = U(r) + �J(sc)cc (r) (3.10)

and this potential is used to solve (3.6).

3.2.3. Coupling of the P and Q subspaces The third system of equations in CSM

consists of the inhomogeneous coupled channel equations:

(E �HPP )!(+)
i = HPQ�i (3.11)

with the source term wi which is primarily given by the SM structure of A particle wave

function �i. These equations de�ne functions !
(+)
i , which describe the decay of quasi-

bound state �i into the continuum. The source term wi couples the wave function

of the A nucleon localized states with the (A � 1) nucleon localized states plus one

nucleon in the continuum. For the zero-range residual force (3.1), the form factor of the

source term is given by the s.p. wave functions of the same, self-consistently determined,

average potential U(r) as used to de�ne the subspaces Q and P. The coupling potential

in (3.11) is the same as in (3.6), but the boundary conditions involve outgoing waves in
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all channels only. This equation can be written on the single body level in analogy to

(3.6)
�X

c0=1

(E �Hcc0)!
c0(+)
i = wc

i (3.12)

The explicit form of the source term is given in (B.5).

3.2.4. Full space solution The full solution of the many body problem can be expressed

by means of three distinct functions: �i, �
c
E and !i , and reads (2.21)

	
c(+)
E = �

c(+)
E +

NX
i;j=1

�
�i + !

(+)
i

�
h�i j (E �He�

QQ)�1 j �jih�j j VQP j �c(+)E i: (3.13)

In order to use it we have to solve additionally the eigenvalue problem for the e�ective

Hamiltonian

He�
QQ = HQQ +HQPG

(+)
P HPQ � HQQ +W (3.14)

In our Q space basis of f�ig, HQQ part is already diagonal and appropriate matrix

elements of W can be calculated as

Wij = h�i j HQPG
(+)
P HPQ j �ji =

�X
c=1

Z 1

0
dr wc

i (r)!
c(+)
j (r) (3.15)

where we have used (2.22) and (3.11).

3.3. Treatment of single particle resonances

The radial part of a single particle Schr�odinger equation can be written as follows:

h(r)~u(r) = e~u(r) (3.16)

where our s.p. Hamiltonian operator

h(r) =
�h2

2mr

 
� d2

dr2
+
l(l + 1)

r2

!
+ U(r) (3.17)

contains the potential U . The reduced nucleon mass is mr. The equation (3.16) has two

kinds of solutions:

h(r)~un�lj(r) = "n�lj~un�lj(r); n = 0; : : : ; M � 1; (3.18)

h(r)~u"� lj(r) = "~u"� lj(r); " > 0: (3.19)

The M � 1 discrete solutions have energy eigenvalues e = "n�lj < 0 where index n

represents number of eigenfunction nodes.

If there is a narrow s.p. resonance in the continuum, following the CSM idea (Bartz

et al 1977) we include it into the set of discrete states. That was done with the help of

the cut-o� method proposed by Wang & Shakin (1970). A new set of discrete states is

de�ned as:

un�lj(r) = ~un�lj(r); n = 0; : : : ; M � 1 (3.20a)

uM�lj(r) = NM�lj�(rcut � r)~u"R� lj(r) +
M�1X
n=0

Nn�lj~un�lj(r): (3.20b)
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The step function �(rcut � r) cuts o� the s.p. wave function (3.19) at r = rcut and

the constants Nn�lj(n = 0; : : : ; M) ensure that the function (3.20b) is normalized and

orthogonal to the other functions (3.20a). The energy "R is chosen to lie at the resonance

energy. Even though there are many de�nitions of the resonance energy, they all coincide

if the resonance is narrow enough. For the purpose of the present study we adopt a phase

shift de�nition of s.p. resonance.

In contrast to the standard CSM we have additional problem with the resonance

wave function, namely in the self-consistent procedure it enters back the potential U .

In order to have continuous potential we replace the sharp cut-o� step function � with

the smooth cut-o� function of the form

g(rcut � r) =
�
1 + exp

�
r � rcut
dcut

���1
(3.21)

which converges to the step function � as dcut ! 0. The di�useness parameter dcut is

chosen in such a way that the radial dependence of the resonance wave function uM�lj(r)

resembles the shape of the bound functions ~un�lj(r). We impose also the additional

requirement that it is negligible outside the Coulomb barrier.

This new de�nition of the discrete states [(3.20a) and (3.20b)] requires rede�nition

of the continuous spectrum as well. With the following de�nition of the projection

operator onto discrete states

q� lj =
MX
n=0

j un�ljihun�lj j (3.22)

we can write the projection operator for continuum s.p. states as

p� lj = 1� q� lj (3.23)

and the new continuum spectrum follows from the equation

p� ljh(r)p� lju"� lj(r) = "u"� lj(r): (3.24)

The above equation implies automatically the orthogonality between the new sets of

discrete and continuous states. Therefore the following orthonormality conditions are

satis�ed Z 1

0
dr un�lj(r)un0� lj(r) = Ænn0; (3.25a)Z 1

0
dr un�lj(r)u"� lj(r) = 0; (3.25b)Z 1

0
dr u"� lj(r)u"0� lj(r) = Æ("� "0); (3.25c)

as well as the completeness relation

NX
n=0

un�lj(r)un�lj(r
0) +

Z 1

0
d" u"� lj(r)u"� lj(r

0) = Æ(r � r0); (3.26)

so the new functions fug obey the same relations as the original set f~ug. However, the

function (3.20b) and the new continuum functions u"� lj(r) are not eigenfunctions of the
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s.p. operator (3.17). Therefore, one can de�ne a new operator �h generating the whole

new spectrum:

�h(r) =
MX
n=0

j un�lji"n�ljhun�lj j +p� ljh(r)p� lj (3.27)

with the quasi-bound s.p. state energy chosen as the resonance energy: "M�lj = "R.

4. Shell model embedded in the continuum: Applications

Observable quantities can be calculated with the CSM solutions 	
c(+)
E [equation (2.25)]

or ~
(+)
i [equation (2.26). The asymptotic behaviour of purely outgoing waves of ~
(+)

i �ts

the concept of a resonance state but diÆculties arise when normalizing them. Mahaux

& Sairus (1971) have discussed the problem and conclude that the concept of resonance

state is meaningful only if the amplitude of the resonance wave function inside the

nucleus is much larger than outside. In our language it means that ~!
(+)
i is small inside the

nucleus (or �i � Ei), so the di�erence between ~

(+)
i and ~�i is negligible in the internal

region. Therefore we use the wave function ~�i in order to calculate the expectation

value of an operator O:

hOi =
h~�i j O j ~�ii
h~�i j ~�ii

(4.1)

To determine scattering observables 	
c(+)
E or, more precisely, associated scattering

matrix S is used. In the following subsection we shall discuss all quantities that are

the subject of this study.

4.1. Spectrum of the nucleus

As we have already mentioned in section 2.2, the eigenvalues of the e�ective Hamiltonian

He�
QQ (2.14) can be used to determine resonance energies and width. The crucial

di�erence between the e�ective Hamiltonian and the standard SM one is that the �rst

does depend on the energy E of the particle in the continuum and the second one

does not. The properties of this Hamiltonian for positive energies were discussed in

section 2.5. If this energy is negative, He�
QQ is Hermitian and its eigenvalues are real.

Therefore the �xed point equation [cf (2.16)]:

~Ei(E = Ei) = Ei (4.2)

can be used to determine both bound and unbound parts of the A nucleon system

spectrum. In addition, for unbound states their widths are given by [cf (2.17)]:

�i = ~�i(E = Ei): (4.3)

As it was discussed in Bartz et al (1977), the solution of (4.2) is unique if all

distinguishable resonances are removed from the Q space. In our case of SMEC, due

to an employment of the in�nite depth potential in the SM programme, we have one

additional parameter to �x the SM energy scale. We usually achieve this by �tting the
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experimental energy of the lowest resonance, but it will be discussed when particular

systems are considered.

4.2. Properties of S-matrix and cross sections

De�nition of the scattering matrix S has already been given by (2.34) in the section 2.4.

Below we concentrate on its numerical evaluation. The S-matrix for the scattering of

a nucleon by a nucleus is given by the asymptotic behaviour of the total wave function

(2.25)

	(co)
c = �(co)c +

X
i

~
i
1

E � ~Ei + 1
2
i~�i
h~�i j H j �(co)c i (4.4)

with the incoming wave only in the channel co. The asymptotic conditions for the

solution (4.4) have been analyzed by Bartz et al (1977). Here we only give the �nal

result for the amplitude of the partial width

(n)c =
p

2�

 
4mr

�h2kc

!1=2X
i

dni
X
c0

Z 1

0
dr�

(c)

c0
(r)w

(i)

c0
(r) ; (4.5)

where the matrix [dij] is de�ned in (2.18) and the source term w(i)
c in (3.12). Using the

proportionality relation between matrix elements in (4.4) and the amplitudes of partial

width (4.5), one derives the S-matrix elements

Scco = S(0)
cco � i

X
n

(n)c (n)co

E � ~En + 1
2
i~�n

: (4.6)

Amplitudes of the partial widths (n)c as well as the real ~En and imaginary ~�n parts of

the complex eigenvalues of the e�ective shell model Hamiltonian He�
QQ (2.14) entering

the S-matrix elements are explicitly energy dependent. (n)c are also complex due to

the channel - channel coupling and the mixing of quasi-bound states embedded in the

continuum (Bartz et al 1977). Partial width for channel c is de�ned by

�n;c =
�
(n)c

�2
; (4.7)

the total width �n is the sum of partial widthsX
c

�
(n)c

�2
= ~�n

X
i

d2ni = ~�n (4.8)

because of dT = d�1 property. On the other hand jncj2 do not sum up to ~�n as was

shown in (2.41).

4.3. Radiative capture reaction

In this section we consider reaction of the form t(a; ). In the SMEC, the initial wave

function 	i is

	i(r) =
X
laja

ila
 Ji
laja(r)

r

��
Y la � �s

�ja � �It
�Ji
mi

(4.9)
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and the �nal wave function 	f is

	f(r) =
X
lbjb

A
jbIbJf
lbsjb

u
Jf
lbjb

(r)

r

��
Y lb � �s

�jb � �It
�Jf
mf

: (4.10)

It and s denote the spin of target nucleus t and incoming particle a, respectively. la and

ja are initial orbital and total angular momentum of projectile, lb and jb are that when

this particle has been captured. A
jbIbJf
lbsjb

is the coeÆcient of fractional parentage and u
Jf
lbjb

is the s.p. wave function in the many-particle state Jf . With the wave functions 	i(r)

and 	f(r), we calculate the transition amplitudes:

TEL = C(EL)ilaĴf l̂b|̂b|̂ahLÆJfmf jJimiihlb0L0jla0i
�W (jbItLJi; Jfja)W (lbsLja; jbla)IL;Jilaja; lbjb

(4.11)

for E1 and E2 multipolarity, and

TM1 = ila�NĴfh1ÆJfmf jJimii
(
�t(�1)Jf�Ji Ît ~ItW (Itjb1JiJfIt)Æjajb

+ W (jbIt1Ji; Jfja)|̂a|̂b

"
�
�
Zt

m2
t

+
Za

m2
a

�
l̂a~laW (lbs1ja; jbla)

+ 2(�1)jb�ja�aŝ~sW (slb1ja; jbs)

#)
ÆlalbI

0;Ji
laja; lbjb

(4.12)

for M1 transitions, respectively. In the above formulae: Æ = mi�mf ; â �
p

2a+ 1; ~a �q
a(a + 1), h::::j::i denotes the Clebsch{Gordan coeÆcient and W (::::; ::) is the Racah

coeÆcient. The coeÆcients C(EL) are given by

C(E1) = �
�
Za

ma

� Zt

mt

�

C(E2) = �2
�
Za

ma
2
� Zt

mt
2

�

In (4.12), �t and �a denote magnetic moments of target and projectile, �N is a nuclear

magneton, mt and ma are masses of target and projectile, and � is reduced mass of the

system. The overlap integrals read:

IL;Jilaja; lbjb
=
Z 1

0
ulbjbr

L Ji
lajadr: (4.13)

The radiative capture cross section can then be expressed in the terms of those

amplitudes as

�E1;M1 =
16�

9

 
k
ka

!3 �
�

�hc

� 
e2

�hc

!
1

2s+ 1

1

2It + 1

X���TE1;M1
���2 (4.14)

�E2 =
4�

75

 
k

5

ka
3

!�
�

�hc

� 
e2

�hc

!
1

2s+ 1

1

2It + 1

X���TE2
���2 (4.15)

where k and ka are wave numbers (p = �hk) associated with emitted photon and the

projectile. The sums run over all possible magnetic quantum numbers.
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Table 1. Parameters of the initial potentials U(r) (3.8) used in the calculations of self-

consistent potentials U(r) for various parameters (1 � �) of the spin-exchange term

in the residual interaction (3.2). U(r) are constructed for various T = 1, positive

parity states in 8B and 8Li and for di�erent single particle states: 1p3=2 and 1p1=2.

For all cases the radius of the potential is R0 = 2:4 fm, the di�useness parameter

is a = 0:52 fm, and the spin-orbit parameter is Vso = �4 MeV. The strength of the

residual interaction (3.2) is V
(0)
12 = 650 MeV�fm3, for all considered cases.

System "p3=2 [MeV] 1� � V0 [MeV]

[p 
 7Be] �0:137 0:45 �42:140

0:27 �40:045

0:05 �37:660

[n 
 7Li] �2:033 0:45 �41:683

0:27 �39:555

0:05 �36:905

5. 8B and 8Li

5.1. Self-consistent average potential spanning the Q subspace

The essential element of SMEC approach is the construction of Q-subspace. As

explained in the section 3.2.2, this is obtained by an iterative procedure which for

a given initial average s.p. potential [see (3.7)] and for a given residual two-body

interaction [(3.2) in this case] yields the self-consistent s.p. potential depending on the

s.p. wave function ulj, the total spin J of the A-nucleon system as well as on the one-

body matrix elements of (A� 1)-nucleon daughter system. The parameters of di�erent

initial SW potentials for [p 
 7Be] and [n 
 7Li] systems are summarized in table 1.

All these potentials have the same parameters of radius R0 = 2:4 fm, surface di�useness

a = 0:52 fm and spin-orbit coupling Vso = �4 MeV. The Cohen{Kurath (CK) interaction

(Cohen & Kurath 1965) is used as the SM interaction. The potentials of table 1 have

been obtained for di�erent parameters (1 � �) of the spin-exchange component in the

residual interaction (3.2) and for di�erent s.p. orbitals ulj which correspond to energies

"lj (see the second column in table 1) in the self-consistently determined potential U(r).

In all cases the strength of the residual interaction is V
(0)
12 = 650 MeV�fm3. This value

yields a reasonable compromise between the description of 8B and 8Li spectra and in

particular their decay widths. The dependence of the energy spectrum of 8B on V
(0)
12

will be presented and discussed in section 5.2.1.

In �gure 1, we show examples of calculated potentials in 8B for the proton s.p.

orbital 1p3=2 in two di�erent total spin states: J� = 2+ and J� = 1+. The calculations

have been performed using the initial potential U(r) for (1��) = 0:27, which is chosen

in such a way that the self-consistent potential U(r) yields 1p3=2 proton s.p. state bound

at the experimental binding energy of ground state (g.s.) J� = 2+1 . The same U(r)

is then taken both for 2+ and 1+ states. The spectroscopic factor of proton 1p3=2 s.p.

state in the g.s. is close to 1 for CK interaction (Cohen & Kurath 1965). This allows
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Figure 1. Finite-depth average s.p. potentials used to generate the radial s.p. wave

functions for bound states and resonances.

(i) Plot on the l.h.s. shows the initial potential U(r) (3.8) (- - - -), the self-consistent

potential U(r) (||), and the equivalent (see text) average potential Ueq(r) (� � � � � �)

of the Saxon-Woods type, which yields the proton 1p3=2 level at the same energy

as in the self-consistent potential. The residual interaction (3.2) parameters are:

V
(0)
12 = 650 MeV�fm3, � = 0:73. U(r) is chosen in such a way that U(r) yields the

1p3=2 s.p. state at the energy �137 keV, corresponding to the binding energy of the 2+1
g.s. in 8B. The correction to the average potential from the residual interaction (3.2)

is calculated for the 1p3=2 s.p. orbital in 2+ states of 8B.

(ii) Plot on the r.h.s. shows analogous potentials as on l.h.s. but for the 1+ states of 8B.

The initial potentials (- - - -) on the r.h.s. and l.h.s. are identical. Ueq(r) reproduces

the position of the 1p3=2 s.p. level of U(r) for 1+ states in 8B.

to identify position of proton 1p3=2 s.p. level in J� = 2+ state, i.e., we demand that

U(r) provides 1p3=2 s.p. state at �137 keV. This choice, as we shall see in section 5.4, is

essential for a quantitative description of 7Be(p; )8B radiative capture cross section.

The self-consistent average potentials U(r) (full lines in �gure 1) exhibit inside the

nucleus a clear maximum, which is absent in the initial potential U(r). One should

also notice that the self-consistent potentials U(2+) and U(1+) are di�erent, in spite of

the fact that the initial potentials U(r) in these states are identical. This clearly shows

strong state dependence of calculated average �elds and two-body e�ective interactions.

Eg, whereas the 1p3=2 s.p. level in the J� = 2+ states is at �137 keV, the self-consistent

procedure yields this level at �2:538 MeV in the J� = 1+ states.

The dotted lines in �gure 1 show equivalent s.p. average potentials U eq(r) in J� = 2+

and 1+ states for proton 1p3=2 orbital. The equivalent potential we de�ne as follows:

for the same a, R0 and Vso parameters as in the initial potential U(r) (3.8) we readjust

parameter V0 to obtain U eq(r), which reproduces the energy of a given s.p. level (1p3=2
in these cases) in U(r). Clearly, U eq(r) and U(r) di�er strongly in the potential interior.

However, the potential surface of U eq(r) and U(r) for both considered J� is very similar.
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Figure 2. The initial potential U(r) of the Saxon-Woods type [see (3.8)] (- - - -), the

self-consistent potential U(r) (||) and the equivalent Saxon-Woods average potential

Ueq(r) (� � � � � �) which yields the neutron 1p3=2 level at the same energy as found in U(r).

The curves show the absolute value of corresponding potentials in the logarithmic scale

so the characteristic tail for large r can be well seen. U(r) is chosen in such a way that

U(r) for neutrons obtained from it by including the diagonal correction term from the

residual interaction (3.2) yields the 1p3=2 neutron s.p. state in J� = 2+ states of 8Li

at the energy �20 keV.

This is particularly apparent for J� = 2+. The root mean square (r.m.s.) radius of the

1p3=2 orbital is hr2i1=2 = 4:228 fm in U(2+), and hr2i1=2 = 4:239 fm in U eq(2+). For

J� = 1+, the e�ective surface di�useness of U(r) is even slightly decreased. Also the

radial wave functions of the proton 1p3=2 state in U(r) and U eq(r) are almost identical

with only a small shift towards the potential interior of the maximum of radial wave

function in U(r).

We have no clear indication concerning the position of proton 1p1=2 s.p. level. Using

the same U(r) as used to determine U(r) for 1p3=2 s.p. state, we get the 1p1=2 proton

s.p. level in U(r) at "p1=2 = +0:731 MeV in J� = 2+ states, and at "p1=2 = +0:311 MeV

in J� = 1+ states. Consequently, the energy splitting of p3=2 and p1=2 orbitals is state

dependent. It is �" = 3:369 MeV, in the initial potential U(r). In U(r), it equals
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Figure 3. The self-consistent average potential U(r) which is obtained by including

the coupling of states in Q and P subspaces with the residual interaction (3.2), is

plotted for two parameters of the residual force � = 0:55 (||) and � = 0:95 (- - - -).

The calculations have been done for the s.p. orbital 1p3=2 and in J� = 2+ states of 8B.

The initial potential in each case has been chosen in such a way that the corresponding

self-consistent potential yields the 1p3=2 s.p. orbital at the same energy of �137 keV.

�" = 0:868 MeV for J� = 2+, and �" = 2:849 MeV for J� = 1+ states. In J� = 3+

states, coupling to the continuum does not introduce any correction to the position of

1p1=2 s.p. state. Therefore, to obtain the energy and the wave function of 1p1=2 state we

take the equivalent potential U eq(3+) to U(3+) for the 1p3=2.

In general, the surface region of average potential shows weak sensitivity to the

self-consistent correction. Deviations from this general rule can be seen for weakly-

bound many-body states having an important admixture of l = 0 and l = 1 neutron

s.p. states, ie, for halo con�gurations in the neutron rich nuclei (Hansen & Jonson 1987,

Riisager et al 1992). In this case, the self-consistent correction may change signi�cantly

the surface of the average potential. In the above discussion we have considered the

e�ect of the coupling between P and Q subspaces on the average s.p. potential for the

proton orbitals. To exclude the e�ect of Coulomb barrier, in �gure 2 we show the initial

potential U(r), the self-consistent potential U(r), and the equivalent potential U eq(r)

for neutron 1p3=2 s.p. orbital in 8Li where, for the sake of argument, 1p3=2 neutron

s.p. level in U(r) is at �20 keV. Parameters of the initial potential in this case are:

V0 = �33:4 MeV, R0 = 2:4 fm, a = 0:52 fm and Vso = �4 MeV. Parameters of the

residual interaction (3.2) are the same as used in �gure 1. One may notice that the

self-consistent correction to the average potential is now much stronger than in 8B and,

in particular, it changes strongly the surface of U(r), as expected for weakly-bound halo

nuclei (Hansen & Jonson 1987, Riisager et al 1992).

Figure 3 shows the dependence of U(r) on the parameter (1 � �) of the spin-
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exchange component of the two-body residual interaction (3.2). The self-consistent

potentials for di�erent values of (1� �) have been determined for the 1p3=2 s.p. proton

orbital ("p3=2 = �137 keV) in J� = 2+. Parameters of corresponding initial potentials

U(r) are shown in table 1. We see that U(r) strongly depends on the the spin-exchange

term of the residual force (3.2). The largest correction to the initial potential U(r) is

obtained for small values of (1� �), ie, when approaching the Wigner force limit. This

dependence of U(r) on the spin-exchange component of the residual interaction has a

sensible e�ect on the width of resonances, as we shall see below.

5.2. Spectra

In this section, we shall present the detailed calculations of spectra for the mirror nuclei
8B and 8Li. These SMEC results depend on the following ingredients: (i) the nucleon-

nucleon interaction in Q subspace, (ii) the residual coupling of Q and P subspaces,

(iii) the self-consistent average s.p. potential which generates the radial form factor for

s.p. bound wave functions and resonances, and (iv) the cut-o� radius for s.p. resonances.

The freedom of choosing asymptotic conditions in solving (3.6) or (3.11) with respect

to (3.5) means that a zero of excitation energy scale can be �xed arbitrarily. In the

following, we choose the zero on this energy scale by requiring, independently that the

lowest experimentally known resonance (J� = 1+1 state for 8B, and J� = 3+1 state for
8Li) with respect to the proton emission threshold has its energy equal to experimental

value.

5.2.1. Spectrum of 8B The iterative procedure to correct initial U(r) and to include

the diagonal part of residual interaction has been described in the section 5.1. The

self-consistently determined s.p. potential U(r) is then used to calculate the radial form

factors of coupling matrix elements and the s.p. wave functions. One and the same

potential U(r) is used for the calculation of the self-consistent potentials for all many-

body states in 8B, and for both 1p3=2 and 1p1=2 proton s.p. states. These self-consistent

potentials for 1p3=2 proton s.p. state in J� = 2+ and 1+ states of 8B can be seen in

�gure 1. For neutrons, there is no correction from the residual interaction, and the

average s.p. potential is chosen such that it yields 1p3=2 and 1p1=2 neutron orbitals

at �13:02 MeV and �11:16 MeV respectively. These values have been deduced from

experimental Q-values and SM spectroscopic factors. The parameters of initial potential

for neutrons are: V0 = �67:595 MeV (for 1p3=2 state) and V0 = �70:942 MeV (for 1p1=2
state). The remaining parameters are the same as for protons. The r.m.s. radius of

neutron 1p3=2 and 1p1=2 orbitals is hr2i1=2 ' 2:5 fm. We have checked that this choice of

the potential parameters for neutrons is not crucial and, eg, shift of neutron s.p. energies

by � 2 MeV does not inuence �nal results of SMEC for the spectroscopy of 8B.

The dependence of the 8B energy spectrum on the strength V
(0)
12 of the residual

interaction (3.2) is shown in table 2. These calculations correspond to some intermediate

value of the spin-exchange parameter (1� �) = 0:27. The calculated energy spectrum
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Table 2. Dependence of the spectrum of 8B on the strength V
(0)
12 of the residual

interaction (3.2) and for a �xed value of the parameter of the spin-exchange term

(1� �) = 0:27.

Nucleus J� V
(0)
12 E � E (exp) � (exp)

[MeV�fm3] [keV] [keV] [keV] [keV]

8B 2+ 500 �443 | �137:5� 1:0 |

600 �441 |

650 �356 |

700 �339 |

800 �166 |

1+ 500 637 2.9 637� 6 37� 5

600 637 3.5

650 637 16.5

700 637 19

800 637 360

3+ 500 1229 8.8 2183� 30 350� 40

600 1221 9.2

650 1294 13.1

700 1311 12.1

800 1470 16.2

1+ 500 2279 32 not known

600 2253 42

650 2153 240

700 2128 262

800 2300 763

Table 3. SM energies and SMEC energies and widths vs. experimental ones of 8B

nucleus. All units are in keV. The proton separation energy is adjusted in order to

reproduce the energy of the lowest resonance state. Di�erent labels denote as follows:

smec { only the ground state of 7Be was taken into account in all couplings, smec1 {

coupling to the �rst excited state in 7Be was included with E� = 1:07 MeV (SM value),

smec1
� { the same with excited 7Be state at E� = 0:429 MeV (experimental value).

Parameters of the residual interaction (3.2) are: V
(0)
12 = 650 MeV�fm3, � = 0:73. The

cut-o� radius is rcut = 5 fm except for the p1=2 s.p. wave function in 1+ many body

states, which is in the continuum at about 300 keV above the threshold and for which

larger cut-o� was used rcut = 10 fm. The numbers in parentheses are the widths of 3+1
state if this state would be placed at the experimental energy.

sm smec smec1 smec1
� experiment

J� E E � E � E � E �

2+ �446 �356 | �334 | �329 | �137:5�1:0 |

1+ 637 637 16:5 637 15:3 637 15:2 637�6 37�5

3+ 1246 1294 13:1 1237 12:5 1241 12:6 2183�30 350�40

(25:2) (25:8) (25:8)

1+ 2327 2153 240:2 2081 272:7 2080 309:0 not known
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Table 4. The dependence of 8B spectra on the relative strengths of direct and spin

exchange parts of the residual interaction (3.2). Analogously to the entry smec in

table 3 only ground state of 7Be was taken into account. The entries in this table are

labeled by the value of � parameter of the residual force. The numbers in parentheses

as in table 3. For more details see table 1 and the table 3.

sm � = 0:55 � = 0:73 � = 0:95 experiment

J� E E � E � E � E �

2+ �446 �418 | �356 | �320 | �137:5�1:0 |

1+ 637 637 12:6 637 16:5 637 25:9 637�6 37�5

3+ 1246 1313 3:0 1294 13:1 1275 34:9 2183�30 350�40

(5:6) (25:2) (67:4)

1+ 2327 2299 115:9 2153 240:2 1899 398:9 not known

depends in a complicated way on this strength parameter. The optimal value of V (0)
12 , in

particular in what concerns the width of resonance states which provide a most sensible

test of the wave functions and the values of matrix elements of residual coupling, should

be searched in the interval between 600 and 700 MeV�fm3. In the following, in all

calculations presented in this section, we adopt V
(0)
12 = 650 MeV�fm3, and then discuss

in some details the dependence of 8B and 8Li spectra on the spin-exchange term in the

residual interaction (3.2).

Table 3 compares the SM energy spectrum for T = 1 states of 8B calculated in

the p-shell using the CK interaction (Cohen & Kurath 1965), with those obtained in

the SMEC di�erent approximations and known experimental data. These di�erences

rely on the sets of coupling matrix elements taken into account. In the column denoted

smec, we include coupling matrix elements between J� = 3
2

�
g.s. wave function of 7Be

and all considered states in 8B. smec1 and smec1
� columns show the results when also

coupling matrix elements between J� = 1
2

�
�rst excited state in 7Be and the states of

8B are included. In smec1, this J� = 1
2

�
state is at excitation energy (E� = 1:07 MeV)

predicted by SM, which di�ers from the experimental energy (E� = 0:429 MeV) of this

level. For that reason, in the column denoted smec1
�, we show the results of calculations

where energy of J� = 1
2

�
state is �xed at its experimental value, without changing

neither the coupling matrix elements of residual force nor the e�ective interaction in Q

subspace.

The spectrum of 8B is relatively insensitive to the inclusion of excited state in

the target nucleus. Ground state energy relative to the proton emission threshold is

reasonably well reproduced. The position of g.s. with respect to the energy threshold

for proton emission changes by about 100 keV due to the coupling to the g.s. of 7Be

(compare columns denoted sm and smec in table 3). The coupling to the excited 7Be�

nucleus is relatively less important (see columns denoted smec1 and smec1
� in table 3).

Calculated width of J� = 1+1 depends weakly on chosen couplings (compare smec with

smec1 or smec1� columns in table 3) and for the interaction with (1� �) = 0:27, one
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obtains approximately half of the experimental width. The width of J� = 1+1 state

depends sensitively on the proportion of direct and spin-exchange terms (see table 4)

in the residual interaction, and the agreement with the experimental value improves

when approaching the limit of the Wigner force (� = 1). In this limit, the residual

interaction V12 (3.2) is compatible with SU(4) supermultiplet symmetry (Wigner 1937).

It is well known that this limit is badly broken in majority of heavier nuclei mainly due

to the increasing importance of spin-orbit coupling. Signi�cant deviations from SU(4)

symmetry in nuclei heavier than 16O have been found by comparing the realistic shell

model wave function and the favoured SU(4) representation (French & Parikh 1971,

Vogel & Ormand 1993). However, in p-shell nuclei, SU(4) is still a good approximation

(Nang 1972, Mukhopadhyay & Canatta 1974). The Gamow-Teller transitions have been

studied using the SM calculations with CK interaction showing that the supermultiplet

symmetry of SU(4) is well preserved (Mukhopadhyay & Canatta 1974). Also realistic SM

calculations have con�rmed that g.s. wave functions have very small admixture of SU(4)-

breaking con�guration, both at the beginning and at the end of p-shell (Cohen & Kurath

1965, Nang 1972, John & Kramer 1973). For that reason, it is encouraging that the

residual two-body interaction between Q and P , which is used in the SMEC calculations

for low-lying many body resonances in 8B, is consistent with the approximate validity

of the SU(4) scheme found in the SM.

It is instructive to see the energy dependence of J� = 1+1 lowest eigenvalue of

the e�ective Hamiltonian (3.14) in 8B (see �gure 4), which corresponds to the lowest

resonance state. The same interaction and potentials as given in table 3 are used.

Results shown with the solid line include the coupling of J� = 1+ states to the channel

wave function obtained by the coupling of J� = 3
2

�
g.s. wave function of 7Be and single

proton scattering wave function. The dashed lines show results obtained by including

couplings to both the g.s. and J� = 1
2

�
�rst excited state of 7Be at the energy given

by the SM calculation. Finally, the dotted line shows the results when this �rst excited

state is placed at the experimental position (E� = 0:429 MeV). Even the real part of

the eigenvalue depends on the total energy of the system. For the centre of mass (CM)

energies less than about 2 MeV, ER is a decreasing function of energy and for higher

energies it becomes an increasing function of energy. The minimum of ER(E) depends

slightly on whether the coupling to the J� = 1
2

�
�rst excited state of 7Be is included.

On the contrary, the imaginary part of the eigenvalue increases monotonously with the

energy from the threshold and saturates at higher energies. Di�erent approximations

concerning the couplings have an inuence on ER but are practically insigni�cant for

�R, except for higher energy of the proton in the continuum.

SM energy of the �rst J� = 3+1 level is too low when compared to the experimental

value (see table 4). The coupling to the continuum cannot correct this de�ciency of

SM. Moreover, the width of 3+1 state di�ers by at least a factor 5 from the experimental

data and here, again, the agreement between experiment and calculations improves

when � ! 1 (see table 4). There may be several reason for the observed discrepancy

between the SMEC calculations and the experimental data for this state. Firstly, as
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Figure 4. Energy dependence of the eigenvalue (both real ER and imaginary �R parts)

of the e�ective Hamiltonian (3.14) for the 1+1 state in 8B. The solid line corresponds

to the coupling to the g.s. of 7Be only. The dashed line corresponds to the inclusion

of coupling to the �rst excited state in 7Be at the energy predicted by SM with CK

interaction (Cohen & Kurath 1965). The dotted line corresponds to the inclusion of

coupling to the �rst excited state in 7Be which is placed at the experimental energy.

Cf, table 3

.

mentioned already, SM is not well describing energy of this state. (The CK interaction

is somewhat less successful in describing spectra of light p-shell nuclei.) Secondly, the

wave function of experimental 3+1 state has most probably a large overlap with the

cluster con�guration [3He � 5Li], which cannot be adequately described in p-space SM

calculations. It is known in mirror nucleus 8Li, that the 3+1 state is strongly inuenced

by the mirror cluster con�guration [3H � 5He] (St�ove & Zahn 1977). What is more,

the energy of experimental 3+1 state lies above the threshold for three-particle decay:
8B ! 3He + p + 4He. This decay channel which surely contributes to the experimental

width, cannot be taken into account in the one-particle approximation for scattering

continuum. Also correlations which could be generated in Q subspace by the coupling

to this three-particle decay channel are outside of considered model space. Thirdly, 3+1
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Table 5. The same as in the table 3 but for 8Li nucleus. The neutron separation

energy is adjusted in order to reproduce the energy of the lowest resonance state.

Di�erent labels denote as follows: smec { only the ground state of 7Li was taken

into account in all couplings, smec1 { coupling to the �rst excited state in 7Li was

included with E� = 1:07 MeV (SM value), smec1� { the same with excited 7Li state

at E� = 0:467 MeV (experimental value). The numbers in parentheses are the widths

of 1+2 state if this state would be placed at the experimental energy. For other

informations see table 1 and the caption of table 3.

sm smec smec1 smec1
� experiment

J� E E � E � E � E �

2+ �1471 �1437 | �1346 | �1346 | �2034�0:3 |

1+ �388 �419 | �350 | �352 | �1053�0:1 |

3+ 221 221 3:4 221 3:5 221 3:5 221�3:0 33�6

1+ 1302 1066 358 1050 383 1037 464 1176 � 1000

(378) (423) (507)

state in 8B cannot couple to the �rst excited state 1
2

�
of 7Be but could couple to higher

excited, particle-unstable states such as 7
2

�
. These couplings cannot be treated fully

consistently in SMEC, because the closeness condition (P +Q = 1) implies that states

in (A� 1)-nucleus must be stable with respect to the particle emission.

5.2.2. Spectrum of 8Li Table 5 compares the SM energy spectrum with those obtained

in the SMEC for T = 1 states of 8Li. SM calculations in the p-shell (Q subspace) are

done using CK interaction, like in the case of 8B. Parameters of the residual interaction

are also the same as given in caption of table 3. Parameters of U(r) are given in table 1.

U(r) is such that the neutron 1p3=2 s.p. state in U(r) is bound by 2:033 MeV in J� = 2+1
state, similarly as the experimental g.s. of 8Li. The 1p1=2 neutron state is then bound

by 1:109 MeV. The r.m.s. of 1p3=2 neutron s.p. orbital in U(r) is hr2i1=2 ' 3:474 fm. The

same initial potential is used for calculation of self-consistent average potentials for all

other many-body states in 8Li and for both 1p3=2 and 1p1=2 neutron s.p. states.

Experimentally, 3+1 state in 8Li lies above the neutron emission threshold and we

�x zero on the energy scale by requiring that for all di�erent examples of the SMEC

calculations shown in tables 5 and 6, the energy position of this lowest resonance with

the respect to the neutron emission threshold corresponds to the experimental value.

The same convention is used also in the calculation of the 7Li(n; )8Li capture cross

section in section 5.4.2.

Coupling to the continuum induces the renormalization of spin-orbit interaction.

The energy splitting of 1p3=2 and 1p1=2 orbitals which equals �" = 2:302 MeV in U(r),

becomes �" = 0:924 MeV in U(2+), and �" = 3:078 MeV in U(1+). One should notice

that these splittings are di�erent from analogous splittings in 8B (see the discussion

in section 5.2.1). Hence, the coupling to the continuum breaks explicitly the mirror

symmetry of spectra and wave functions of SM.
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Table 6. The dependence of 8Li spectroscopy on the relative strengths of direct and

spin exchange parts of the residual interaction is presented. Analogously to the entry

smec in table 5, only g.s. of the 7Li was taken into account. The entries in this table are

labeled by the value of � parameter of the residual force. The numbers in parentheses

as in table 5. For other informations see table 1 and the caption of table 5.

sm � = 0:55 � = 0:73 � = 0:95 experiment

J� E E � E � E � E �

2+ �1471 �1515 | �1438 | �1330 | �2034�0:3 |

1+ �388 �442 | �419 | �394 | �1053�0:1 |

3+ 221 221 0:8 221 3:4 221 9:4 221�3:0 33�6

1+ 1302 1199 172 1066 358 790 561 1176 � 1000

(170) (378) (735)

The dependence of self-consistent correction to the average potential on isospin

of s.p. states, induces a salient dependence of neutron s.p. potential on proton s.p.

potential. This dependence is very weak in the studied cases of 8Li and 8B. For protons,

U(r) is such that it yields 1p3=2 level at �14:8 MeV and 1p1=2 level at �13:9 MeV. These

values have been deduced, similarly as for 8B, from the experimental Q-values and SM

spectroscopic factors. The parameters of U(r) are V0 = �73:066 MeV (for 1p3=2 state)

and V0 = �78:058 MeV (for 1p1=2 state), and remaining parameters are the same as for

neutrons.

In the column denoted smec in table 5, we include the coupling between J� = 3
2

�

g.s. of 7Li and all considered states of 8Li. smec1 and smec1
� columns show the results

when also the coupling between J� = 1
2

�
�rst excited state in 7Li and states of 8Li

are included. In smec1, this J� = 1
2

�
state is at the SM energy E� = 1:07 MeV. This

energy value di�ers from the experimental value E� = 0:467 MeV. For that reason, in

smec1
� column we show results where the energy of J� = 1=2� state is placed at its

experimental position. The coupling matrix elements of the residual force (3.2) and the

CK interaction in Q subspace remain unchanged in smec1 and smec1
� calculations.

The position of g.s. with respect to the energy threshold for neutron emission is

weakly modi�ed by the inclusion of coupling to the continuum. The energy shift in this

case is smaller than the shift caused by the coupling to J� = 1
2

�
excited state of 7Li�.

In general, the coupling of 8Li to 7Li� plays more important role than the analogous

coupling of 8B to 7Be�. Ground state energy with respect to the neutron emission

threshold is not well reproduced by SMEC calculations. Energies of lowest three states:

J� = 2+1 , 1+1 , 3+1 in SM calculation, are too much compressed as compared to the data.

On the other hand, the energy splitting between 3+1 state and the second excited state

1+2 is well reproduced. The width of 3+1 state does not depend on the chosen coupling

matrix elements and is by factor � 10 too small as compared to the data. The width

of J� = 1+2 state depends also weakly on the coupling matrix elements (see columns

denoted by smec1 and smec1
�) and is comparable to the experimental decay width.
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Figure 5. The same as in �gure 4 but for the 1+2 state in 8Li. For details, see the

caption of �gure 4.

Table 6 compares SM energy spectrum for T = 1 states of 8Li with those obtained in

the SMEC for di�erent parameters (1��) of the residual interaction (3.2). A satisfactory

agreement with the data for the width of 1+2 state is obtained when approaching the

limit of Wigner force (� = 1). Also the width of 3+1 state improves largely and di�ers

only by factor 3 from the data. We consider that this agreement is satisfactory in view

of the obvious limitations: (i) SM is not well describing energy of this state, (ii) the wave

function of the 3+1 state is strongly overlapping with the cluster con�guration [3H� 5He]

which cannot be reliably described in p-shell calculations of St�ove & Zahn (1977), and

(iii) 3+1 state cannot couple to the �rst excited state 1
2

�
of 7Li but could couple to higher

excited states, such as 7
2

�
, which are particle unstable and cannot be included in the

SMEC model. One should notice that SMEC describes better 3+1 in 8Li than in 8B due

to the fact that the three-particle decay channel in 8Li is closed at this energy.

Contrary to the J� = 3+1 state, the J� = 1+2 state in 8Li is well reproduced, in

particular, when the parameter of spin-exchange component in the residual interaction

(3.2) approaches the limit of the Wigner force. It is interesting to see the energy

dependence of the second eigenvalue 1+2 of the e�ective Hamiltonian (3.14). The results
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shown with the solid lines in �gure 5 include the coupling of J� = 1+ states in 8Li to the

J� = 3
2

�
g.s. of 7Li and one neutron in the continuum. The dashed lines present results

obtained by including couplings both to the g.s. and to the J� = 1
2

�
�rst excited state

of 7Li at the energy predicted by the SM. Finally, the dotted line shows the results when

this �rst excited state is placed at the experimental position E� = 0:467 MeV. Contrary

to the the case of J� = 1+1 lowest eigenvalue in 8B, now also the imaginary part �R of

the eigenvalue sensibly depends on the chosen couplings.

5.3. The quadrupole moment of 8B and 8Li

The quadrupole moment, hQi, of 8B provides a useful test of the SMEC wave function,

in particular of its radial part. It can be calculated following the approach of Carchidi

et al (1986), which has been recently applied by Brown et al (1996) to the case of 8B

and 8Li. The quadrupole moment (� hr2Y (2)i), is obtained by summing over products

of many-body matrix elements and s.p. matrix elements (Carchidi et al 1986)

hJi k r2Y (2) k Jii =
X
j j0 tz

1p
5
hJi k

�
ayj tz~aj0tz

�(2) k Jiihj tz k r2Y (2) k j 0tzi; (5.1)

where the sum over tz runs over protons and neutrons. Inserting the complete set of

states of the A = 7 system between the operators ayj tz and ~aj0tz , one can write (5.1)

as a sum over all p-shell states of A = 7 system (Millener et al 1982) with tz = p; n,

for 7Be and 7B respectively. Consequently, one can express the matrix element (5.1) in

terms of corresponding spectroscopic amplitudes, e�ective charges, geometrical factors

and radial matrix elements. For the CK interaction the hQi moment can be expressed

as (Brown et al 1996)

hQ(8B)i = 0:187hr2i(p)v ep + 0:203hr2i(p)c ep + 0:183hr2i(n)c en: (5.2)

Di�erent radial matrix elements which enter (5.2) correspond to the terms coming from

the g.s. of 7Be (so-called valence proton term hr2i(p)v ), all other terms coming from excited

states of 7Be and all states of 7B (0p core proton and neutron terms, hr2i(p)c and hr2i(n)c ,

respectively).

For our radial form factors, calculated using the self-consistently determined average

potential for the spin-exchange term with (1 � �) = 0:05, the radial matrix elements

are: hr2i(p)v = 17:9 fm2, hr2i(p)c = 7:65 fm2 and hr2i(n)c = 6:03 fm2. The position of

the 0p core proton and neutron states have been deduced from the experimental Q-

values. With the above values of radial matrix elements , one �nds hQi = 6:99 e � fm2,

in the good agreement with the experimental value of Minamisono et al (1992):

hQi = 6:83 � 0:21 e � fm2. This theoretical value, which is dominated by the valence

term, has been obtained assuming the e�ective charges ep = 1:35 e and en = 0:35 e in

(5.2). The analogous calculation in 8Li, using (5.2) with indices p and n interchanged,

yields: hQi = 2:78 e � fm2, close to the experimental value (Minamisono et al 1992):

hQi = 3:27 � 0:06 e � fm2. In this case, the calculated radial matrix elements are:

hr2i(n)v = 12:1 fm2, hr2i(n)c = 7:45 fm2 and hr2i(p)c = 5:9 fm2, respectively. Even
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Figure 6. Multipole contributions to the total capture cross section of 7Be(p; )8B as

a function of the centre of mass energy. The SMEC calculations have been done for

di�erent values of the spin-exchange parameter (1� �) = 0:27 (the upper part of the

�gure) and (1 � �) = 0:05. E1 contribution is denoted by || line, M1 { by - - - -

line and E2 { by � � � � � � line.

though the agreement between those theoretical estimates of hQi in 8B and 8Li and

the corresponding experimental values is encouraging, nevertheless it should not be

overstated in view of some uncertainties concerning values of the e�ective charges, the

spectroscopic factors and the radial matrix elements for the core terms hr2i(p)c and hr2i(n)c .

5.4. Radiative capture processes involving 8B and 8Li nuclei in the �nal state

5.4.1. 7Be(p; )8B reaction The �+ decay of 8B, which is formed by the reaction
7Be(p; )8B at the CM energy of about 20 keV, is the main source of high energy solar

neutrinos. In absence of agreement among di�erent experimental data for this reaction

and in view of disagreement among di�erent measurements of solar neutrinos, the input

of SSM (Bahcall & Ulrich 1988) should be compared with the theoretical values. The

cross section for the reaction 7Be(p; )8B remains the main uncertainty in the input of

the SSM.
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Figure 6 shows the calculated multipole contributions to the total capture cross

section as a function of CM energy for di�erent parameters of the residual interaction

(3.2). In the upper part of the �gure, the calculation is done for the same parameters

of the residual interaction as used in the calculations of spectra presented in tables

3 and 4. In the lower part, the calculation is done for (1 � �) = 0:05, close to the

Wigner force limit. The spectrum in this case is presented in table 4. Parameters of

the initial potential U(r) in these two cases can be found in table 1. The zero of the

excitation energy scale is chosen as described in section 5.2.1. With this convention, the

photon energy is given by the di�erence of CM energy of [p 
 7Be]J+i
system and the

experimental energy of the 2+1 g.s. of 8B. As can be realized from �gure 6, the E1 and

E2 contributions as well as the total cross section are insensitive to the amount of spin-

exchange in the residual force. On the contrary, the M1 contribution and particularly

its resonant part, are strongly dependent on �. Ratio of E2 and E1 contributions at

the position of 1+1 resonance is 8:15 � 10�4 or 7:72 � 10�4 depending on whether the spin-

exchange parameter equals 0.27 (the upper part of �gure 6) or 0.05 (the lower part of

�gure 6). The experimentally deduced value for this ratio 6:7+2:8�1:9 � 10�4 (Davids et al

1998) is consistent with our �nding but does not allow to distinguish between di�erent

spin-exchange parameters.

The E1 component provides the main contribution to the total capture cross section

in the reaction 7Be(p; )8B. This non-resonant contribution is a good measure of the

spatial extension of 2+1 wave function, which in turn is determined by the extension of

the proton 1p3=2 orbital. It is essential for the calculated cross section that the s.p. 1p3=2
proton level in the self-consistent average potential is bound by 137 keV. Modi�cation of

this value by di�erent choice of the depth parameter V0 in U(r), introduces the change

in SE1 which can be much larger than the change due to uncertainties in the potential

radius R0 or its surface di�useness a.

Figure 7 shows the total astrophysical S-factor as a function of the CM energy.

Di�erent multipole contributions to the total cross section have been shown in �gure 6.

Together with SMEC results for the S-factor, we show experimental data Filippone et

al (1983a, b) and Hammache et al (1998).

Low energy dependence of S(E) can be �tted by (Descouvemont & Baye 1994):

S(E) = S(0) exp(f1E + f2E
2): (5.3)

In our case, the �t of S(E) using (5.3) in the range of CM energies up to 100 keV

yields S(0) = 19:594 eV �b, f1 = �1:544 MeV�1, f2 = 6:468 MeV�2. As compared to the

similar �t of S-factor calculated in the Generator Coordinate Method (Descouvemont &

Baye 1994), we �nd smaller S(0) parameter and slightly bigger values for the parameters

f1 and f2. Recent experimental determination of S-factor (Hammache et al 1998) yields

similar to ours lower value for S(0).

M1 to E1 contributions ratio for � = 0:95 is �M1=�E1 = 1:43 � 10�3, 2:65 � 10�3

and 1:90 � 10�2 at 20, 100 and 500 keV, respectively. The resonant part of the M1

transitions yields SM1 = 20:52 eV � b at the 1+1 resonance energy. This M1-contribution
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Figure 7. The astrophysical S-factor for the reaction 7Be(p; )8B is plotted as a

function of the centre of mass energy. The SMEC calculations have been done for

the residual interaction (3.2) the spin-exchange parameter (1��) equal to 0.27 (- - - -

curve) and 0.05 (|| curve). The experimental points have been taken from Filippone

et al (1983a, b) { Æ , and Hammache et al (1998) { ut.

to the astrophysical S-factor decreases fast and becomes SM1 = 3:65 � 10�1, 4:74 � 10�2,

2:72 � 10�2 eV � b at CM energies 500, 100, 20 keV, respectively. At the position of

1+1 resonance, the calculated S-factor (S = 40:67 eV � b) is smaller than measured by

Filippone et al (1983a, b). This value, which is dominated by the M1-contribution,

is proportional to the square of spectroscopic amplitude of p-states, which for the CK

interaction are �0:352 and 0.567 for p1=2 and p3=2, respectively. Similar small values of

spectroscopic amplitudes are obtained for the Kumar's (1974) and Julies' et al (1992)

(PTBME) interactions [see also Brown et al (1996)]. In addition it is proportional also

to square of 7Be magnetic moment, which is not known experimentally. We adopted

Robertson's (1973) value of �1:7�N, however, SM value for CK interaction is smaller

(�1:286), but it does not include any core polarization e�ects.

The E2 contribution to the astrophysical factor was recently measured by Kikuchi

et al (1997) who �nds SE2 ' 0:0+0:8�0 meV � b (or 0:0+0:7�0 { depending on optical

potential parameter set used in their analysis) in energy interval 1.25{1.5 MeV and

SE2 ' 0:0+3:0�0 meV � b (or 0:0+3:6�0 { analogously) for interval of 1.5{1.75 MeV. SMEC

gives for this quantity 52�53 meV �b and 53�71 meV �b for these two energy intervals,

respectively. Similar values for SE1 have been been found by Typel & Baur (1994).
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These values are by factor 10 larger than those determined by Kikuchi et al (1997)

what remains a puzzle.

5.4.2. 7Li(n; )8Li reaction This mirror reaction to the above considered proton

capture reaction 7Be(p; )8B, together with a simultaneous description of energy spectra

and particle decay widths of 8B and 8Li, provides another stringent test for SMEC

calculations. The SM interaction and SM many-body wave functions (eg the spectro-

scopic amplitudes) are identical in both cases. The self-consistent one-body potentials,

which take into account residual coupling of Q and P subspaces and determine the

radial form factors of s.p. wave functions used in the calculation of the matrix elements

of the residual interaction (3.2), are optimized in the same way in 8B and in 8Li. Finally,

the parameters of direct and spin-exchange terms in the residual interaction (3.2) are

also the same, so the modi�cation of the coupling matrix elements in 8B and 8Li is

solely due to the di�erent radial shape of s.p. wave functions in the corresponding self-

consistent potentials for di�erent J� of many-body states. In the case of neutrons, the

integral in equation (4.13) is sensitive to the nuclear interior even in the low energy

limit. From elastic scattering of neutrons the scattering lengths aS, where S is the

channel spin [S = s + It, cf equations (4.9) and (4.10)], are known to be (Lynn et al

1991) a1 = 0:87� 0:07 fm and a2 = �3:63 � 0:05 fm. This large di�erence means that

one cannot use the same potential in both channels. So for the s-waves in the initial

channel we adopted Barker's (1980) readjustment procedure of appropriate scattering

potentials in order to reproduce these experimental values of scattering lengths.

In �gure 8 we show di�erent multipole contributions to the total capture cross

section as a function of CM energy for di�erent parameters � of the residual interaction

(3.2). The same parameters have been used for the mirror reaction 7Be(p; )8B (see

�gure 6). The corresponding parameters of U(r) can be found in table 1. The choice of

zero on the excitation energy scale is the same as described in section 5.2.2. With this

convention, the photon energy is given by CM energy di�erence of [n 
 7Li]J+i system

and experimental energy of the 2+1 g.s. of 8Li. As can be seen in �gure 8, the total

cross section and the E1 contribution in particular, are insensitive to the amount of

spin-exchange in the residual force. The E2 contribution shows a weak sensitivity to

the parameter � in the region of 1+2 resonance. The M1 contribution and in particular

its resonant part, are strongly dependent on �. At the thermal neutron energies, M1

contributions for (1� �) = 0:27 and 0.05 di�er by approximately a factor of two.

Like for the mirror reaction 7Be(p; )8B, the dominant contribution to the total

capture cross section in 7Li(n; )8Li reaction comes from E1 component. Nevertheless,

the M1 contribution in 7Li(n; )8Li is relatively more important, in particular near the

3+1 resonance. This is partially due to the smaller extension of 1p3=2 neutron s.p. state

in the g.s. wave function of 8Li (1p3=2 neutron s.p. state is bound by 2.033 MeV in the

g.s. of 8Li) as compared to the extension of 1p3=2 proton s.p. state in the g.s. of 8B. This

strong binding of 1p3=2 neutron state in 2+ states of 8Li has also a direct consequence

on the calculated radiative capture cross section which becomes reduced, mainly its E1
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Figure 8. Multipole contributions to the capture cross section to the g.s. (J� = 2+1 )

of 8Li in the reaction 7Li(n; )8Li are plotted as a function of c.m. energy. The SMEC

calculations have been done with the spin-exchange parameter (1 � �) = 0:27 (the

upper part of the �gure) and (1� �) = 0:05.

component. One should also underline that in low-energy reaction such as 7Li(n; )8Li,

neutron penetrates interior region of the potential and, therefore, is more sensitive to

the ratio of direct and spin-exchange terms in (3.2) and, indirectly, to the modi�cations

of the interior of average potential by the coupling to the continuum (see �gures 1{3).

Figure 9 shows the total neutron capture cross section as a function of the CM

energy. The calculation is done for the same parameters of residual interaction (3.2) as

used in lower part of �gure 8. Together with the SMEC results, we show a datum of

Nagai et al (1991) who measured the cross section for the -decay to the g.s. of 8Li.

The calculation �ts well Nagai's et al (1991) datum. The other data points [Lynn et

al (1991), Blackmon et al (1996)] correspond to sum of the cross section leading to the

g.s. with that leading to the �rst excited state of 8Li but rescaled with known branching

ratio.

The low energy dependence of calculated total neutron capture cross section can
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Figure 9. The cross section for the reaction 7Li(n; )8Li plotted as a function of

CM energy. The SMEC calculations with spin-exchange parameter (1� �) = 0:05 are

represented by || line, - - - - line represents their continuation to smaller energies

(with formula 7:556 � ECM
�1=2). The experimental points are taken from Lynn et

al (1991) { 4, Blackmon et al (1996) { Æ and Nagai et al (1991) { ut. � � � � � � line

represents Blackmon et al (1996) �t to their data (6:5�ECM
�1=2).

be �tted by (Rolfs & Rodney 1988)

�(E) =
�
mn

2E

�1=2 �
s0 + s1E

1=2 + s2E + � � �
�
; (5.4)

where mn is the reduced mass of neutron and E is the CM energy in MeV. In the

energy interval up to 100 keV SMEC results can be well �tted by three-parameter �t:

s0 = 11:517, s1 = �2:145, s2 = �11:636, when mn is expressed in a.m.u.

The ratio of M1 and E1 contribution is �M1=�E1 = 1:78 � 10�3, 2:09 � 10�2 and

1:09 at 20, 100 and 200 keV, respectively. The resonant part of M1 transitions which is

overestimated in the calculation due to small calculated width for this state, yields the

contribution of �M1 = 305:1 �b at the 3+1 resonance energy. This contribution decreases

fast and becomes �M1 = 13:8, 0:426, 9:18 � 10�2 �b at CM energies 200, 100, 20 keV,

respectively.
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5.5. Coulomb dissociation of 8B at relativistic energies

In this section we shall investigate the Coulomb dissociation of 8B on a 208Pb target

at the beam energy of 250 MeV/nucleon, employing the cross sections for the radiative

capture reaction 7Be(p; )8B calculated within the SMEC and potential models. In

contrast to the situation at lower beam energies, the Coulomb breakup cross sections

are found to be sensitive to the M1 transition. The comparison of SMEC and potential

model predictions show that the Coulomb breakup cross sections at these higher energies

are sensitive to the structure model of 8B.

5.5.1. Wave functions for 8B We have selected four di�erent SMEC wave functions

as input to this Coulomb dissociation calculations. The �rst two versions are exactly

the same as described in section 5.2.1. The version I corresponds to the spin-exchange

parameter (1 � �) in the residual coupling (3.2) equal to 0.27 and the version II to

(1� �) = 0:05. All remaining parameters are given in table 1 and its caption. Versions

III and IV are analogous to the versions I and II, respectively, except that the resonant

M1 contribution for the J� = 3+1 state has been omitted. This resonance has much

smaller width than seen in experimental data due mainly to the missing three-body

�nal state in the continuum, as explained in section 5.2.1.

For comparison, we shall also study the Coulomb dissociation (CD) of 8B using a

simple s.p. description of a loosely bound proton in this nucleus, using the potential

parameters given by Esbensen & Bertsch (1996). This will be referred to as the EB

potential model in the following. In this model, both the g.s. 2+1 as well as the resonances

1+1 and 3+1 are assumed to have the structure [7Be(3
2

�
)
 p(1p3=2)], ie, the spectroscopic

amplitudes for these states are assumed to be equal 1. This assumption is questionable

for the 1+1 and 3+1 , as already discussed by Barker (1988), especially for the fact that the

experimental spectroscopic factor for 1+1 mirror state in 8Li is 0.48 (Ajzenberg-Selove

1988). No intrinsic excitations of the 7Be are allowed and the depth of s.p. potential

well in adjusted for each state separately to reproduce either the one-proton separation

energy (for 2+1 ) or the excitation energy (for 1+1 and 3+1 resonances). This extreme s.p.

description of 8B yields the width of resonances appreciably bigger than the experimental

value, in contrast to the SMEC, which yields to narrow width for these states. Eg, the 1+1
width in the EB potential model is 70 keV and the 3+1 width is 1740 keV, to be compared

with the experimental values (Ajzenberg-Selove 1988) of 37� 5 keV and 350� 40 keV,

respectively. In SMEC, the 1+1 width is 16.5 keV for version I (and III) and 26 keV

for version II (and IV), the 3+1 width is 13 keV for version I and 35 keV for version III

(this state is removed in versions II and IV). More details concerning comparison of the

astrophysical S-factor values can be found in Shyam et al (2000).

5.5.2. Coulomb dissociation cross section The double di�erential cross section for the

Coulomb excitation of 8B from its g.s. to the continuum, with a de�nite multipolarity
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of order �L is given by (Baur et al 1986, Baur & Rebel 1994, Shyam et al 1996)

d2�

d
 8B� dECM
=
X
�L

1

ECM

dn�L
d
 8B�

��L (E): (5.5)

In (5.5), 
 8B� de�nes the direction of the CM of the p � 7Be system (to be referred

as 8B�) with respect to the beam direction; ��L (E) is the cross section for the photo-

disintegration process +8B ! 7Be+p, with photon energy E and multipolarity� = E

(electric) or M (magnetic), and L = 1; 2; : : : (order). This cross section is related to

that of the radiative capture process p+ 7Be ! 8B +  through the theorem of detailed

balance. E is given by ECM = E +Q, with Q = 0:137 MeV. In most cases, only one or

two multipolarities dominate the radiative capture as well as the Coulomb dissociation

cross section. n�L(E) in (5.5) represents the number of equivalent (virtual) photons

provided by the Coulomb �eld of the target to the projectile, which is calculated by the

methods discussed in Alexio & Bertulani (1989) and Shyam et al (1996).

5.5.3. Results and discussion In �gure 10 the results of the calculation are presented

for the energy di�erential cross section for the reaction 8B + 208Pb ! 8B� + 208Pb at

the beam energy of 250 MeV/nucleon, using the capture cross section obtained with

versions I, II, III and IV of SMEC.

The results in the �gure 10 have been obtained by integration of (5.5) for � 8B� angles

from 0:01Æ � 1:87Æ, which is the range of the angle integration in the GSI experimental

data (Bou�e 1999, Iwasa et al 1999). We note that all the four models reproduce these

data well. However, in model I and II, a peak appears at ECM � 1:2 MeV. This

is because these models include the contribution from the 3+ state, which in SMEC

occurs at about 1:2 MeV excitation energy. This gives rise to a strong resonance in

the M1 contribution. In models III and IV this contribution is not included. In each

case the E2 multipolarity contributes to the extend of about 25%. The maximum in

the experimental cross section at about ECM � 0:5 MeV cannot be reproduced without

strong contribution from the M1 multipolarity, as will be shown later.

In (11), we present the comparison of the Coulomb dissociation cross section (same

reaction as in �gure 10) obtained with versions III and IV of the SMEC model and

the EB potential model. We note that the SMEC cross section are in somewhat better

agreement with the GSI data. As compared to SMEC, the EB calculations under predict

the experimental data for ECM larger than about 0.8 MeV, while they over predict them

around the 1+ resonance region. We note that while the E1 cross sections obtained with

SMEC (III) and EB models are similar, the two di�er in the case of SMEC version IV.

On the other hand, SMEC E2 cross section is always larger than those of EB model.

At the same time, the M1 cross section of the latter are much larger and wider in width

as compared to those of the former.

Therefore, the Coulomb dissociation data at these high energies seem to show the

sensitivity to the capture cross section calculated within di�erent models of the 8B

structure. Although these are only preliminary data, yet the SMEC models appear
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Figure 10. Comparison of the calculated Coulomb dissociation cross section

(d�=dECM) with the experimental data for the breakup of 8B an a 208Pb target at

250 MeV/nucleon, as a function of the p� 7Be CM energy. The results calculated with

four versions of SMEC are shown [models I, II, III and IV in parts (a), (b), (c) and

(d), respectively]. Curves - - - -, � � � � � � and | � | represent the contributions of E1,

E2 and M1 multipolarities, respectively, while the sum is shown by || curve. The

experimental data are taken from Bou�e (1999). These results have been obtained by

integration of the double di�erential cross section for angles in the range of 0:01Æ�1:87Æ.

to be in somewhat better agreement. Unfortunately, it is diÆcult to comment on the

di�erence seen in the widths of the M1 resonance in the two models, because of �nite

experimental resolution [� 110 keV at ECM = 0:63 MeV (Ivasa et al 1999)] that may

give a large apparent width to the cross section near the resonance region. Furthermore,

the data are presented in larger energy bins. It would be worthwhile to improve on this

aspect in future studies. However, it must be added here that the width of this resonance

is tested basically with the direct radiative capture (p; ) data.

We would like to recall that at lower beam energies [eg the RIKEN experiments:

Motobayashi et al (1994), Kikuchi et al (1997)], the contribution of the M1 multipolarity

was almost negligible. In �gure 12 we show the CD predictions (obtained with SMEC

III) for E1, E2 and M1 components of the angular distributions for the same reaction
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Figure 11. Comparison of the CD calculations (for the same reaction and procedure

as in �gure 10) performed with the capture cross section obtained with versions III (a)

and IV (b) of the SMEC with those of the EB single particle model (Esbensen &

Bertsch 1996). The E1, E2 and M1 components of the SMEC and EB models are

shown by | � | and � � � � � � curves respectively, while the sum of these components

are shown by || (SMEC) and - - - - (EB) lines.

at beam energy of 51.9 MeV/nucleon together with the experimental data of Kikuchi

et al (1997). Note that since these CD calculations have been done within a pure semi-

classical theory (Alder & Winther 1975), the agreement with the data beyond 4Æ is not

good as compared to that seen in Shyam & Thompson (1999). As has been discussed

in Shyam & Thompson (1999), the point-like projectile approximation of the semi-

classical theory breaks down at angles beyond this. Inclusion of the �nite-size e�ects

of the projectile reduces the cross section at the larger angles, which leads to better

agreement with the experimental data. We would like to remark here that although

the calculations reported in Kikuchi et al (1997) are done within a quantum mechanical

theory, the point-like projectile approximation is still being made there. Anyhow, the

purpose of this �gure is more to show the contribution of the M1 multipolarity to the

CD cross section. As can be seen, the contribution of this multipolarity is negligible

even in the energy bin of 500{750 keV.

On the other hand, one can see from �gure 13, that at 250 MeV/nucleon, it is not

possible to explain the data in the region between 500{750 keV without the contribution

of the M1 multipolarity. The E1+E2 cross section for version IV is somewhat larger as

the E1 component is larger in this case. This sensitivity of the higher energy breakup

data to the M1 multipolarity makes it possible to use this to supplement the information

of the continuum structure of 8B which was not feasible by similar studies at lower beam

energies.

In �gure 14 we show the CD angular distributions (in this �gure � means � 8B�)
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Figure 12. E1 (- - - -), E2 (� � � � � �) and M1 (| � |) components of the Coulomb

dissociation cross section " d�=d� (calculated with version III of SMEC) as a function

of the scattering angle � of 8B� for the dissociation of 8B on a 208Pb target at the beam

energy of 51.9 MeV/nucleon. || line shows the sum. Results for relative energy bins

of (a) 500{750 keV, (b) 1250{1500 keV and (c) 2000{2250 keV are shown. " is the

detector eÆciency. The experimental data and the detector eÆciencies are taken from

Kikuchi et al (1997).

calculated with capture cross section of SMEC versions III and IV for the same reaction

as in �gure 10. These results have been obtained by integration of (5.5) over ECM from

0.1 MeV to 3.0 MeV. We can see that E2 and M1 contributions become important

already from 1Æ. Therefore, the requirement of the CD method that for a reliable

extraction of the astrophysical S-factor the data should be dominated by the excitation

of a single multipolarity (E1 in present case) is more likely to be ful�lled in the

measurements at the GSI energy if the angle � 8B� is kept below 1Æ.

This point is emphasized further in �gure 15, where we show the energy distri-
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Figure 13. Comparison of the E1 +E2 (|| lines) CD cross section calculated with

the versions III (a) and IV (b) of SMEC. The experimental data are the same as in

�gure 10. The individual E1 and E2 components are shown as - - - - and � � � � � � lines

respectively.
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Figure 14. Angular distribution for the CD of 8B on 208Pb at 250 MeV/nucleon

calculated with version III (a) and IV (b) of SMEC. These results are obtained by

integration of the double di�erential cross section over the CM energies between 100{

3000 keV.
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Figure 15. The CD cross section, d�=dECM, obtained by integration of the double

di�erential cross section in the range of 0:01Æ � 1:87Æ (a) and 0:01Æ � 1:0Æ (b). The

E1, E2 and M1 components are shown by - - - -, � � � � � � and | � | lines, respectively,

while their sum is depicted by the || line. Nb the logarithmic scale of the cross

section.

butions of the CD cross section obtained by integration of (5.5) over � 8B� up to 1:87Æ

(the angular range of the data used) [part (a)] and that obtained by performing the

integration up to 1:0Æ only [part (b)]. The cross section is shown only up to ECM of

0.5 MeV, which is the region relevant for the determination of the astrophysical S-

factor. It can be seen from part (a) that if � 8B� extends up to 1:87Æ, the E2 component

is substantial (up to about 25%) even at ECM below 0.25 MeV. However, if this angle is

con�ned to 1:0Æ, the contribution of the E2 component is almost an order of magnitude

down in comparison to that of E1 for CM energies below 0.30 MeV. Therefore, this

provides a better opportunity for a reliable extraction of S17.

In conclusion, the CD cross section at high energies was found to be sensitive to

the nuclear structure model of 8B. In contrast to the CD data taken at lower beam

energies, the M1 multipolarity component is quite important at higher beam energies.

It may therefore be possible to supplement the information on the continuum structure

of 8B from the CD experiments at higher energies. Moreover, we noted that if the CM

angles of the outgoing p� 7Be pair are con�ned to values below 1:0Æ (instead of 1:87Æ as

in the GSI experiment), then the contribution of the E2 multipolarity is substantially

reduced. This conclusion appears to be largely independent of the nuclear structure

model of 8B (Shyam et al 2000).
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6. Spectroscopy and reactions for nuclei near 16O

6.1. Speci�c features of SMEC approach

6.1.1. Construction of PSD interaction We construct the SM e�ective interaction in

the model space connecting 0p and 1s 0d shells (PSD). This interaction in fact consists

of three distinctive parts: (i) the 0p-shell part is taken as CK(8{16) interaction of Cohen

and Kurath (1965), (ii) the 1s 0d shells part is taken as that of Brown and Wildenthal

(1988), and (iii) for the cross shell matrix elements we use G-matrix of Kahana et al

(1969). Part (iii) of the interaction has to be modi�ed phenomenologically. The s.p.

energies for subshells in 1s 0d above 4He core were taken from generalized monopoles �t

of single-particle and single hole states energies over the mass table (Duo and Zuker,

1999). Then the cross monopoles were adjusted to reproduce 15N and 15O spectra on

the hole side, and 17O and 17F on particle side. Components of the centre of mass

(CM) motion are removed using the usual Gloeckner and Lawson (1974) prescription

through an addition of the CM kinetic energy Hamiltonian. Then we consider only 0�h!

excitations for natural parity states and only 0�h! excitations for non-natural parity

states (Bennaceur et al 2000a).

It is well known for a long time and has been studied extensively in the past

that 16O (17O, 17F) has a signi�cant admixture of 2p � 2h (3p � 2h) and 4p � 4h

(5p � 4h) con�gurations in their low lying states (eg Brown and Green 1966, Zuker et

al 1968). Nevertheless, for the following reasons, the SM calculation of these nuclei is

not straightforward.

First, it has been stressed by various authors (Ellis and Zamick 1969, Warburton

et al 1990, Warburton et al 1992) that N�h! is slowly convergent with N . For example,

restriction to N = 2 will cause a strong lowering of 0p � 0h states due to 2�h! pairing

correlations already present in pure 2p � 2h states. If one lowers arti�cially the N�h!

unperturbed con�guration through the monopoles of interaction this artifact could be

circumvented. However, the convergence control of the mixing is diÆcult as higher order

admixtures can destroy the picture.

Second, due to its construction (building blocks of 0�h! phenomenological in-

teractions in 0p and 1s 0d shells) the PSD interaction has higher order correlations

implicitly included. Therefore, in Bennaceur et al (2000a), the �t of cross shell

monopoles relies on �xing of unperturbed (4p � 4h) 0+ state around its experimental

energy (6.049 MeV). Finally, here we shall compare PSD interaction results with those

fully correlated using ZBM interaction (Zuker et al 1968) for all available types of

observables.

6.1.2. E�ective operator of residual coupling Expressions for matrix elements of

residual interaction which couples P and Q subspaces have been given in Bartz et

al (1977) or Bennaceur et al (1999). For the sake of completeness, they are repeated in

Appendix B. There are two kinds of coupling operators involved. First channel{channel
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coupling involves reduced matrix elements of one-body operators having following form:

OK
�Æ =

�
ay�~aÆ

�K
(6.1)

Matrix elements of the operators O are calculated between di�erent many-body states

in the (A� 1)-system. Diagonal part of this operator induce renormalization of the s.p.

average potential.

Reduced matrix elements of the source term, wc
i , in the inhomogeneous coupled

channel equations (3.12) contain a product of two annihilation operators and one

creation operator

Rj�
Æ(L)� =

�
ay� (~a~aÆ)

L
�j�

: (6.2)

Matrix elements of R are calculated between (A � 1)-particle system wave functions

on the left and A particle system wave functions on the right. So these matrix

elements depend on the con�guration mixing in both systems. Operators R enter in

the calculation of complex eigenvalues of He�
QQ.

In the particular case, we are concerning here, the wave functions of 16O ground

state [(A�1)-system] and those of positive parity states in 17O and 17F (A-systems) are

involved. Therefore, only the ground state of our (A� 1)-system has to be considered,

and it can be expanded as follows

j(A� 1); 0+1 i = a00j(0p� 0h)J=0i+ a22j(2p� 2h)J=0i+ a44j(4p� 4h)J=0i+ : : :

' a00j(0p� 0h)J=0i: (6.3)

So we approximate the g.s. of 16O as a pure (0p�0h) con�guration modi�ed by a factor

a00 neglecting higher contributions from mixing with excited 0+2 state. Analogously one

can write the expansion for A-system states J+ (positive parity states)

jA; J+i = a10
J+j(1p� 0h)J

+i+ a32
J+j(3p� 2h)J

+i+ : : :

' a10
J+j(1p� 0h)J

�i (6.4)

on the same level of approximation. These admixtures, especially for the 16O case, were

calculated by many authors (Brown and Green 1966, Zuker et al 1968, Warburton et al

1992, Haxton and Johnson 1990). Due to completeness of calculations we adopt here

the values of Brown and Green (1966). These and other authors' results are summarized

in tables presented in Bennaceur et al (2000a).

Neglecting higher order correlations in the g.s. of (A�1)-system and in the positive

parity states of A-system means that residual coupling between Q and P and within

P space itself, which involves these states, should be properly rescaled. Ie the matrix

elements of O and R should be quenched

h(A� 1); Jf jOj(A� 1); Jii(quenched) = (a00)
2h(A� 1); Jf jOj(A� 1); Jii(non�quenched)

h(A� 1); Jf jRjA; Jii(quenched) = a00 a10
Jih(A� 1); Jf jRjA; Jii(non�quenched): (6.5)

The negative parity states in our A-system involve the excitations across the shell

anyway, because they contain a hole in the p shell, so as a �rst approximation we neglect

modi�cation of the e�ective operators coming from these states. Therefore, quenching
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Table 7. Single particle energies in the reference average potential U ref(r) for protons

and neutrons in 17F, which yields the same s.p. energies as the self-consistent potentials

U(r; J�).

nlj �p �n

0s1=2 �28:168 � � �

0p3=2 �14:287 �18:452

0p1=2 �12:131 �16:297

0d5=2 �0:600 � � �

1s1=2 �0:105 � � �

0d3=2 2:497 � � �

0f7=2 12:270 � � �

0f5=2 22:238 � � �

for the negative parity states matrix elements requires only small modi�cation in (6.5),

namely a10
J�i = 1.

It is worth to note that in our PSD model of 16O, where 2p � 2h and 4p � 4h

con�gurations are neglected, the spectroscopic factors of negative parity SM states are

identically zero. Hence the particle decay width for these states is coming solely from

the functions !i (2.22) which describe the continuation of Q space wave functions �i

into P, ie, from the modi�cation of discrete states by the coupling to the continuum

(2.26).

6.1.3. Self-consistent average potentials As explained above, the positive parity states

in 17F and 17O are described as a pure one particle con�gurations in 1s0d shells.

Consequently, the spectroscopic factors for the states J� = 1
2

+
, 5
2

+
and 3

2

+
are equal 1.

Consistently with this approximation, we can identify position of proton (neutron) s.p.

levels 1s1=2, 0d5=2 and 0d3=2 with, respectively, J� = 1
2

+
, 5
2

+
and 3

2

+
many body states

of 17F (17O), ie, we may ask that U(J�) provides the energy of s.p. orbital at the energy

of the corresponding many-body state with the respect to the threshold. The assumed

pure one particle structure for J� = 1
2

+
, 5
2

+
and 3

2

+
states leads to a peculiar situation

that for a given J� at most one nlj s.p. orbital is determined self-consistently.

On the other hand, to describe all couplings between Q and P subspaces, we

need to generate radial form factors for all s.p. orbitals in the SM space. To generate

these missing radial s.p. wave functions for all J� many-body states, we use a common

reference potential U ref of the WS type which is adjusted to reproduce experimental

binding energies of of 5
2

+
and 1

2

+
states for protons (in 17F) and neutrons (in 17O).

This potential has the following geometrical parameters: the radius R0 = 3:214 fm,

the di�useness a = 0:58 fm and the spin-orbit strength Vso = 3:683 MeV. The depth

parameters of the reference potential in 17F and 17O are V0 = �52:46 MeV and

V0 = �52:49 MeV, respectively. The spectrum of single-particle (-hole) energies in

this potential is given in table 7 for 17F and in table 8 for 17O. The di�erence of s.p.

energies �p(1s1=2)� �p(0d5=2) = 0:495 MeV in 17F and �n(1s1=2)� �n(0d5=2) = 0:871 MeV
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Table 8. Single particle energies in the reference average potential U ref(r) for neutrons

and protons in 17O, which yield the same s.p. energies as the self-consistent potentials

U(r; J�).

nlj �n �p

0s1=2 �32:823 � � �

0p3=2 �18:447 �14:800

0p1=2 �16:378 �12:730

0d5=2 �4:143 � � �

1s1=2 �3:273 � � �

0d3=2 �0:910 � � �

0f7=2 8:701 � � �

0f5=2 16:397 � � �

Table 9. V0 parameters of initial potentials U(r) (3.8) used in the calculations of

self-consistent potentials U(r) for the WB and DD1 residual interactions. U(r) are

constructed for various positive and negative parity states in 17F and 17O. njl depicts

orbital which energy (cf tables 7 and 8) is reproduced by U(r). For all considered

cases potential radius is R0 = 3:214 fm, di�useness is a = 0:58 fm and spin-orbit depth

parameter is Vso = �3:683 MeV. V0 is given in MeV.

System J� nlj V0 (WB) V0 (DD1)

[p 
 16O] 5=2+ 0d5=2 �42:228 �42:123

1=2+ 1s1=2 �44:485 �45:875

3=2+ 0d3=2 �42:416 �42:237

1=2� 0p1=2 �41:112 �42:330

3=2� 0p3=2 �41:520 �42:200

5=2� 0f5=2 �43:373 �42:213

7=2� 0f7=2 �44:135 �42:701

[n 
 16O] 5=2+ 0d5=2 �42:060 �42:072

1=2+ 1s1=2 �44:588 �45:966

3=2+ 0d3=2 �42:440 �42:415

1=2� 0p1=2 �41:310 �42:681

3=2� 0p3=2 �41:613 �42:410

5=2� 0f5=2 �43:921 �42:412

7=2� 0f7=2 �43:878 �42:935

in 17O, which should be compared with the excitation energy of J� = 1=2+1 state in

those nuclei, is a manifestation of the Ehrman{Thomas shift (Ehrman 1951, Thomas

1952) and is included e�ectively in our equivalent and self-consistent s.p. potentials for

all studied channels.

In the case when the self-consistent conditions in a J� state determines the radial

function of a s.p. wave function unlj, we readjust for each residual interaction separately

the depth of initial WS potential. The remaining parameters: R0, a, Vso, of the initial

potential U(J�) are the same as in the reference potential. This readjustment of V0
in the initial potentials U(J�) for a s.p. state nlj guarantees that the binding of self-
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Figure 16. Self-consistent potentials (||) for s1=2 s.p. orbitals in J� = 1
2

+
many

body states (left) and d5=2 s.p. orbital in J� = 5
2

+
many body states (right) in 17F are

calculated for the DD1 residual interaction (3.3). Also initial potential (- - - -) with

parameters given in table 9 and unique reference potential (� � � � � �) are shown. (Small

di�erence comes from spin-orbit term, which is absent on the left).

consistently determined wave function unlj is at the experimental value. The depth

parameters of initial SW potentials for [p 
 16O] and [n 
 16O] systems are given in

table 9.

It seems to us that in this particular case of 17F/17O when the self-consistency

conditions do not determine all s.p. wave functions, the use of the reference potential

for missing s.p. states is a sensible choice. In this way, for all residual interactions

used, we have the same s.p. energies and, consequently, the same asymptotic behaviours

of wave functions for large r. This choice is essential for quantitative description of

radiative capture cross-section.

In �gure 16 we show examples of calculated potentials in 17F for the proton s.p.

states 1s1=2 and 0d5=2 in the total spin states: J� = 1
2

+
and J� = 5

2

+
, respectively. The

calculations have been performed using the appropriate initial potentials U(J�) for the

DD1 residual interaction (3.3). For example, potential U(5
2

+
) is chosen in such a way

that the self-consistent potential U(5
2

+
) (see table 7) yields 0d5=2 proton s.p. state bound

at the experimental binding energy of the ground state (g.s.) J� = 5
2

+

1
. Similarly, the

choice of U(1
2

+
) and the determination of U(1

2

+
) is associated with the reproduction of

the experimental binding energy of the �rst excited state J� = 1
2

+

1
. The J�-independent

reference potential yields the 0d5=2 and 1s1=2 proton s.p. states at the position given for

them in the corresponding U(5
2

+
) and U(1

2

+
) potentials.

The self-consistent potential (solid lines) strongly deviates from the SW form. In

the center U(r) has a strong maximum which is absent in the initial potential U(r)

(dashed lines). The self-consistent potentials U(1
2

+
) and U(5

2

+
) are di�erent (compare
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Figure 17. Self-consistent potentials (||) for 0p1=2 s.p. state in J� = 1
2

�

many

body states in 17F are calculated with the WB residual interaction (3.2) (left) and the

DD1 interaction (3.3) (right). Meaning of - - - - and � � � � � � curves is the same as in

�gure 16.

the solid curves on l.h.s. and r.h.s. of �gure 16), in spite of the fact that up to spin-

orbit coupling the reference (equivalent) potential U ref (dotted lines) in these states

is identical. This clearly shows how strong is the state dependence of both the self-

consistent average �elds and the renormalized matrix elements of the coupling force.

One should also notice the di�erence in the surface region between U(5
2

+
), U(1

2

+
) and

U ref . In U(5
2

+
) one may notice decrease of the potential radius in comparison with the

radius of U ref . However, as compared to the initial average potentials U(5
2

+
) and U(1

2

+
),

both the self-consistent potentials U(5
2

+
), U(1

2

+
), and the reference potential U ref are

deeper and their e�ective radii are bigger.

In �gure 17 we show examples of calculated potentials in 17F for the proton s.p.

orbital 0p1=2 in the many-body states J� = 1
2

�
. The calculations have been performed

using the initial potentials U(1
2

�
) for the WB (l.h.s. of the plot) and DD1 (r.h.s. of the

plot) residual interactions. For both interactions, the equivalent (reference) potential

U ref(r) is the same. It is interesting to notice how di�erent are the self-consistent U(r)

potentials for the two considered residual interactions. As a rule, the renormalization

of initial s.p. potential is weaker for the density-dependent DD1 interaction. Similarly

as for the self-consistent potentials in J� = 5
2

+
and J� = 1

2

+
states (see �gure 16), the

e�ective radius of U(r) shrinks as compared to the radius of U ref(r). Again this e�ect

is stronger for the WB residual interaction.

In general, the surface region of average potential shows weak sensitivity to the self-

consistent correction. In our case, the radial dependence of self-consistent correction for

all positive parity states in 17F and 17O is given by the 0p1=2 and 0p3=2 radial form

factors corresponding to the well bound single-hole state and not by the weakly bound
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single-particle states 1s1=2 or 0d5=2. For that reason, even for the J� = 1
2

+

1
state in 17F

which is bound by 105 keV, induced renormalization of the surface in the self-consistent

potential decreases the radius of potential in the surface region.

6.2. Discussion of spectra

First we shall present SMEC results for the spectra of mirror nuclei: 17F and 17O. We

compare the results for di�erent residual coupling between Q and P subspaces and

di�erent nucleon{nucleon interaction in the SM (Q) space, namely presented in the

section 6.1.1 PSD interaction and standard ZBM one (Zuker et al 1968) with modi�ed

s.p. energies (Bennaceur et al 2000b).

6.2.1. Spectrum of 17F nucleus The spectrum for PSD force and di�erent residual

coupling between Q and P subspaces is presented in table 10. In addition the e�ect

of quenching of the coupling operators (on positive parity states) is shown in �gure 18.

The quenching is shown for the case of density dependent forces (3.3) (with � = 0:67)

only, just to illustrate its inuence on the spectra (cf these labeled DD1 and DD1' in

�gure 18 and appropriate entries in table 10). A strong downshift due to the continuum

coupling is seen for the pair of d-states (5
2

+
and 3

2

+
) with respect to the s-state (1

2

+
) and

negative parity states (not shown in the �gure). The e�ect of quenching on the latter

states is, as expected, very weak.

The other comparison can be made between zero range WB residual coupling force

and the above mentioned density dependent one (DD1'). The former were used with the

overall strength parameter V
(0)
12 = 300 MeV � fm3, which has been adjusted for 17F and

17O spectra, and spin{exchange parameter of 0.27, �xed from giant dipole resonance in
16O. In the P subspace only coupling to the ground state of 16O is included. The zero

on the energy scale for all data presented is �xed by experimental position of 1
2

+

1
state

with respect to the proton emission threshold (�105 keV). This requires a simple shift

for the pure SM and experimental spectra, but the �xed point equations (2.16) for those

with continuum coupling must be solved.

The spectrum of 17F is insensitive to certain approximations in the SMEC. Even

with inclusion of quenching d-states move signi�cantly due to the coupling to the

continuum with respect to the s-state and negative parity states (eg position of the

g.s. changes by about 500 keV). However these shifts are generally smaller for density

dependent coupling. Calculated widths of states depends slightly on chosen residual

coupling and slightly better agreement is achieved again for density dependent coupling.

The e�ective quenching of the coupling matrix elements does not solve this problem

completely. To get better agreement with the data, the energy separation of 5
2

+
and

1
2

+
SM states should be decreased, while the splitting of 5

2

+
and 3

2

+
kept unchanged.

Thus increasing the separation of s-shell and the centroid of d-shell by few hundreds of

keV. But we shall exercise this possibility for ZBM interaction, that gives better overall

agreement of level positions.
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Table 10. SM energies and SMEC energies and widths calculated with PSD

interaction vs. experimental ones of 17F nucleus. The proton separation energy is

adjusted in order to reproduce the binding energy of the �rst excited 1
2

+
state. Heading

labels denote as follows: SM { pure shell model with PSD interaction, WB { Wigner{

Barlett coupling to the continuum, DD1' { density dependent force with reduced

strength (� = 0:67), DD1 { the same in the case where quenching factors were not

applied. Only the g.s. of 16O is included in the coupling matrix elements. The cut-

o� radius Rcut = 9:5 fm for the d3=2 s.p. wave function is applied in all continuum

calculations.

SM WB DD1' DD1 exp

J� E E � E � E � E �

[MeV] [MeV] [keV] [MeV] [keV] [MeV] [keV] [MeV] [keV]

5
2

+
�0.826 �1.467 | �1.377 | �1.675 | �0.600 |

1
2

+
�0.105 �0.105 | �0.105 | �0.105 | �0.105 |

1
2

�

2.134 2.486 15 2.286 4.4 2.388 6.2 2.504 19
5
2

�

3.279 3.654 0.04 3.440 � 0 3.544 � 0 3.257 1.5
3
2

�

4.459 4.747 152 4.551 120 4.636 154 4.040 225
3
2

+
5.044 4.085 859 4.096 926 2.876 848 4.400 1540

9
2

�

3.786 4.169 � 0 3.946 � 0 4.050 � 0 4.620 |
3
2

�

5.277 5.661 2.9 5.432 14 5.535 17 4.888 68
7
2

�

5.045 5.299 9 5.172 1.2 5.256 2.2 5.072 40
5
2

�

5.016 5.307 1 5.175 0.02 5.279 � 0 5.082 < 0:6
1
2

�

5.156 5.538 2.9 5.313 5 5.416 7 5.437 30

In table 11 and �gure 19 the 17F is presented obtained with the ZBM interaction

in our Q subspace [that is variation called ZBM2 in Zuker et al (1969)]. Following

the idea presented above and suggestion of Zuker et al (1969) that some of structure

e�ects can be compensated by change of mean �eld (s.p. energies), we modi�ed them

slightly to decrease 5
2

+
and 1

2

+
states spacing (3

2

+
s.p. state is outside ZBM model space).

This change improves also positions of negative parity states, that follow in fact closely

experimental ones with only exception of 1
2

�

2
. Also higher lying positive parity states are

quite well reproduced (cf table 11, not shown in �gure 19 for clarity). The continuum

coupling introduces, on average, quite small relative shift in energy of states, and widths

of states roughly proportional to its strength. Apart from the above mentioned 1
2

�

2

state, which acquires the experimental width already with weaker coupling, the overall

agreement of widths is better with the original strength of Schwesinger and Wambach

(1984) interaction. The �rst experimental 3
2

+

1
has been omitted from this comparison

as, judging after its widths, it is identi�able as s.p. one and d3=2 shell is outside ZBM

model space.

6.2.2. Spectrum of 17O nucleus The spectrum for PSD SM interaction and di�erent

(quenched) coupling to the continuum is shown in �gure 12. Due to isospin symmetry

in our SM code the 17O and 17F spectra are identical before coupling to the continuum
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Figure 18. Part of the 17F spectrum as presented in table 10 { negative parity states

omitted for clarity. The hight of shaded area represents the width of resonant state.

The labels in the bottom correspond to headings of table 10. The enormous shift

of d-states against s1=2 state for DD1 interaction is reduced by the use of quenched

operators in DD1'.

is included. Therefore the numbers under the heading SM in table 10 and table 12 di�er

only by a shift due to di�erent threshold energies in these nuclei. All the parameters

involved in SMEC calculations were kept the same, except for a small change of reference

potential (30 keV) to restore binding energies of the two lowest states (5
2

+
and 1

2

+
). One

should notice that s.p. nature of these states fully explains Ehrman{Thomas shift already

on the level of the Woods{Saxon plus Coulomb potential.

The di�erence is in the de�nition of the energy scale. In 17O the least bound state

(5
2

�
) has been taken as a reference one and the energy scale is chosen to reproduce

its experimental binding energy. This introduces some overall shift to positive parity

states, which sequence is otherwise well reproduced. Again the zero range WB residual

coupling gives to big shift of 5
2

+
g.s. as compared to the density dependent DD1', and

calculated widths agree better for the latter one.

In the case of 17O the separation of the �rst two levels: 5
2

+
and 1

2

+
is almost twice

as big as for 17F and appropriate modi�cation of s.p. energies in ZBM interaction leads

to a large distortion of negative parity states positions. What is more the states we

used for comparison in 17F case are either bound or very close to the threshold for
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Table 11. The similar as in table 10 for ZBM interaction with the following variation

of heading: DD0 { density dependent force without reduction factor, identical with

that of Schwesinger and Wambach (1984). No cut-o� radius is required, as ZBM space

do not contain d3=2 shell.

SM DD1 DD0 exp

J� E E � E � E �

[MeV] [MeV] [keV] [MeV] [keV] [MeV] [keV]

5
2

+
�0.592 �0.658 | �0.738 | �0.600 |

1
2

+
�0.105 �0.105 | �0.105 | �0.105 |

1
2

�

2.527 2.550 1.0 2.557 2.2 2.504 19
5
2

�

3.178 3.204 � 0 3.234 � 0 3.257 1.5
3
2

�

4.040 3.997 78.7 3.939 177.3 4.040 225
9
2

�

4.576 4.601 � 0 4.630 � 0 4.620 |
3
2

�

4.912 4.911 37.6 4.911 68.0 4.888 68
7
2

�

5.111 5.072 1.4 5.024 2.9 5.072 40
5
2

�

5.467 5.478 0.3 5.491 0.8 5.082 < 0:6
3
2

+
5.393 5.421 6.9 5.454 14.6 5.220 180

1
2

�

5.043 5.053 28.2 5.064 61.8 5.437 30
1
2

+
6.126 6.150 0.03 6.178 0.15 5.960 200

5
2

+
6.780 6.806 0.09 6.835 0.2 6.097 � 1:8

3
2

+
6.588 6.621 15.1 6.661 33.2 6.178 4.5

Table 12. SM energies and SMEC energies and widths calculated with PSD

interaction vs. experimental ones of 17O nucleus. The neutron separation energy is

adjusted in order to reproduce the binding energy of the last bound 5
2

�

1
state. Heading

labels denote as follows: SM { pure shell model with PSD interaction, WB { Wigner{

Barlett coupling to the continuum, DD1' { density dependent force with reduced

strength. Only the g.s. of 16O is included in the coupling matrix elements. The

d3=2 s.p. state is bound in this case.

SM WB DD1' exp

J� E E � E � E �

[MeV] [MeV] [keV] [MeV] [keV] [MeV] [keV]

5
2

+
�4.406 �5.245 | �4.938 | �4.143 |

1
2

+
�3.685 �3.855 | �3.856 | �3.273 |

1
2

�

�1.446 �1.464 | �1.450 | �1.088 |
5
2

�

�0.301 �0.301 | �0.301 | �0.301 |
3
2

�

0.879 0.767 49 0.804 40 0.410 40
3
2

+
1.464 0.309 83 0.543 208 0.942 96

9
2

�

0.206 0.207 � 0 0.206 � 0 1.073 < 0:1
3
2

�

1.697 1.699 1.5 1.691 8.8 1.236 28
7
2

�

1.465 1,440 0.08 1.297 0.4 1.554 3.4
5
2

�

1.436 1.428 � 0 1.396 0.06 1.589 < 1
1
2

�

1.576 1.575 1.9 1.572 3.8 1.796 32
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Figure 19. 17F spectrum as presented in table 11. The hight of shaded area represents

the width of resonant state. The labels in the bottom correspond to headings of

table 11. Very wide �rst 3
2

+
state has been dropped from the experimental spectrum

as it is not reproduced by ZBM interaction due to its s.p. nature.

17O, so their precise position is essential to get reliable width. As a result the usage of

ZBM interaction is not leading to such a progress in the description of spectrum in this

case. So the SMEC cannot take properly into account Ehrman{Thomas e�ect mainly

due to the isospin symmetry in its �rst component, the standard SM, even with some

modi�cations in the mean �eld.
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Figure 20. Phase shifts for p + 16O elastic scattering as a function of proton energy

Ep for selected partial waves. Experimental data Æ are from Blue and Haberli (1965).

SMEC results with PSD interaction are presented as || curve for DD1 coupling. For

d5=2 partial wave - - - - curve represents non resonant part of the phase shift only.

6.3. Nuclear reactions

In this section we shall present some applications of SMEC formalism to nuclear reaction

processes. For the description of nuclei near drip lines, where the spectroscopic data

are scarce, it is a great advantage to use reaction data as a valuable supplement to test

validity of the model.
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Figure 21. Elastic cross section for p+16O scattering at laboratory angle �LAB = 166Æ

as a function of proton energy Ep. SMEC results with PSD interaction are presented

as || curve. The - - - - curve represents the result without resonance part in the

d5=2 phase shift (cf �gure 20). Experimental cross sections Æ are from Salisbury et al

(1962).

6.3.1. Elastic scattering p+ 16O Another observable quantities that can be calculated

using the wave functions obtained with SMEC are the elastic phase shifts and cross

sections. First we present the results using PSD interaction described in section 6.1.1.

Figure 20 contains phase-shifts of selected partial waves which are important for

corresponding proton energies. The results presented here correspond to the quenched

coupling (DD1') only. All these phase shifts are well reproduced with an exception of

d5=2 one. This discrepancy disappears when the resonant contribution to this phase shift

is removed from the SMEC solution (compare the solid and dashed lines in �gure 20 for
5
2

+
). This somehow surprising feature should be traced back to the large shift in energy

for the g.s. 5
2

+
when continuum is switched on. When seen from positive energies of

the particle in continuum this shift acquires also an imaginary part, therefore producing

a width which inuences the corresponding phase shift. This large shift is due to the

incorrect description of correlations in the SM wave function for this state. The problem

with this phase shift can be seen on the level of di�erential elastic cross section (�gure 21)
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Figure 22. Similar to �gure 20 but SMEC results with ZBM interaction are presented

as || for DD1 coupling and - - - - for DD0 one. For s1=2 partial wave the two curves

coincide.

in the proton energy range 2� 3 MeV where the experimental data are underestimated

by some 20%. When the resonance part of d5=2 is removed the cross section agrees with

the experimental data (cf dashed curves in �gures 20 and 21).

This problem can only be cured by the proper treatment of these correlations and

this can be done within ZBM interaction, which breaks p-shell and allows for 2p � 2h

and 4p� 4h admixtures to 16O g.s. The corresponding results covering both strengths

of the continuum coupling (DD1 and DD0) are presented in �gures 22 and 23. However

another problem arises as d3=2 s.p. state is not included in ZBM model space. Because

of considerable experimental width of this 3
2

+

1
state it destroys the picture around its
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Figure 23. Similar to �gure 21 but SMEC results with ZBM interaction are presented

as || for DD1 coupling and - - - - for DD0 one.

energy. To avoid this we included for d3=2 phase shift resonant part as described by the

pure potential scattering, so just including this s.p. state in the P space. This ah hoc

idea can be overcome only with employment of such an interaction that contains both:

np� nh correlations and the d3=2 subshell.

6.3.2. Radiative capture and Coulomb dissociation Both reactions probe usually

di�erent multipoles of Coulomb interaction. However, experimentally we have no

inuence on which multipole dominates radiative capture and it solely depends on spins

and parities of �nal bound states of 17F in our case. On the contrary, for Coulomb

dissociation the incident energy of the beam decides which multipole dominates, with E2

being decisive for lower energies (� 10 MeV/nucleon), and E1 playing more important

role only for higher energies. It was shown in Shyam et al (2000) and discussed before,

that for 8B even at 250 MeV/nucleon E2 and M1 components are still important.

Due to positive parity of 17F bound states radiative capture is dominated by E1

transitions from p-waves and in low energy region of astrophysical interest only narrow
1
2

�
resonance can be seen over non-resonant background. In �gure 24 we compare

our SMEC calculations with the excellent experimental data of Morlock et al (1997).
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Figure 24. The astrophysical S-factor for the 16O(p; )17F reaction leading to two

bound states of 17F and their sum is plotted as a function of centre of mass energy

ECM . The experimental data are from Morlock et al (1997). The calculations (||)

are for PSD force with DD1' (quenched) residual coupling.

The calculations presented here are for the PSD interaction with DD1' coupling to the

continuum, but, due to non-resonant nature of the dominant E1 transition, the other

calculations would not be resolved from this one if put together in the �gure.

An interesting feature was brought into attention in Bennaceur et al (2000a), that,

contrary to E1, the M1 and E2 transitions do depend on the type of residual coupling.

Further investigations (Bennaceur et al 2000b) revealed these two components are also

sensitive to the SM interaction used. Figure 25 shows (left panel) all three components of

the capture cross section to 5
2

+
g.s. of 17F for three di�erent structure models described

before. While dominating E1 contributions di�er only in in the region where resonances
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Figure 25. Multipole components of the cross sections for 16O(p; )17F reaction

leading the 5
2

+
g.s. of 17F (on the left) and 17F Coulomb dissociation cross section on

208Pb at 10 MeV/nucleon (on the right). ECM denotes usual center of mass energy for

the proton capture (left panel) and relative kinetic energy of proton and 16O in excited
17F� (right panel). The calculations are presented for PSD force with WB and DD1'

residual coupling (|| and - - - - curves, respectively), and for ZBM force with DD1

coupling (� � � � � � curve). Notice di�erent abscissa scales for di�erent multipolarities.

are dense already, E2 component di�ers already for energies around 2 MeV, with WB

continuum coupling resulting in about 10% bigger cross section than density dependent

ones (DD1' for PSD and DD1 for ZBM). On the other hand enormous di�erence in M1

component for DD1 coupling with ZBM force is due to di�erent treatment of 3
2

+

1
state,

probably undermining this simple method of bringing it back as potential resonance.

The di�erence is smaller in the case of E2 but, in a sense, is more severe, as it has

completely di�erent interference pattern with the background (3
2

+
many body state of

PSD interferes only destructively.

All these di�erences in E2 component cannot be measure in the proton capture

reaction, as it is overwhelmed by much stronger E1 transitions (cf cross section scales in

�gure 25). But in the right panel of this �gure we present corresponding di�erential cross

section for Coulomb break-up reaction 208Pb(17F; p 16O) reaction at 10 MeV/nucleon

(integrated over emission angle between p and 16O). Now E2 component is dominant
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(again notice cross section scales in �gure 25) and it is quite di�erent for the three

structure models.

To be fair we must add that these breakup cross sections do not take into account

excitations via 1
2

+
excited state of 17F that might be important due to strong E2

transition between these states and much bigger cross section for the proton capture

leading to this 1
2

+
state (an important ingredient of Coulomb dissociation cross section),

so more detailed analysis is required.

7. Continuum inuence on statistical properties of states

The relation of properties of nuclear states to the ensembles of random matrices (Brody

et al 1981) is of great interest since discovery of narrow resonances in n+ 232Th reaction

(Garg et al 1964). A possible agreement reects generic aspects so do not depend on

a detailed form of the Hamiltonian matrix, while deviations identify certain system-

speci�c, non-random properties of the system. On the level of bound states the related

issues are quite well explored and documented in the literature (eg Zelevinsky et al 1996

or Dro_zd_z et al 1998). In many cases, however, the nuclear states are embedded in

the continuum and the system needs to be considered as an open one. Applicability

or limitations of the related scattering ensemble of non-Hermitian random matrices

(Sokolov and Zelevinsky, 1989) have however never been tested or veri�ed by an explicit

calculation. This negligence may result from diÆculties that an explicit treatment of

all needed elements involves. Such elements include a proper handling of multi-exciton

internal excitations, an appropriate scattering asymptotics of the states in continuum

and a consistent and realistic coupling among the two. The SMEC approach is an

appropriate tool and will be used below to study conditions under which the statistical

description of the continuum coupling applies.

7.1. Structure of continuum coupling matrix

In this application we are interested in an inuence coming form coupling to scattering

channels in P subspace on the Q subspace. The relevant quantity to describe this in

SMEC approach is the e�ective Hamiltonian He�
QQ and its complex eigenvalues (2.14)

He�
QQ = HQQ +HQPG

(+)
P HPQ = HQQ +W: (7.1)

Its �rst term reects the original direct mixing while the second term originates from

the mixing via the coupling to the continuum. G(+)
P is the Green function for the motion

of s.p. in the P subspace. This external mixing is thus energy dependent and consists

of the principal value integral and the residuum

Wij(E) =
�X
c=1

Z 1

�c
dE 0 h�j j HQP j �cEih�cE j HPQ j �ii

E � E 0

� i�
�X
c=1

h�j j HQP j �cEih�cE j HPQ j �ii: (7.2)
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These two terms prescribe the structure of the real WR (Hermitian) and imaginary W I

(anti-Hermitian) parts of W , respectively. A dyadic product form of the second term

allows to write it down as

W I = �1

2
V � V T ; (7.3)

where the N � � matrix V � fV c
i g denotes the amplitudes connecting the state �i to

the reaction channel c. It should be noted that the real part of (7.2) cannot be written

in the dyadic product form.

This form of W I is used for various schematic models and, in particular, it

constitutes a starting point towards statistical description of the related e�ects. In

the later case one assumes that the internal dynamics is governed by the Gaussian

orthogonal ensemble (GOE) of random matrices. Relation of this assumption to the

classical chaotic scattering can also be traced (Bl�umel and Smilansky 1988, see also

Dro_zd_z et al 1993 and Srokowski et al 1993). The orthogonal invariance arguments

(Sokolov and Zelevinsky 1989) then imply that the amplitudes V c
i can be assumed to be

Gaussian distributed and the channels independent. Assuming in addition, as consistent

with the statistical ensemble, the equivalence of the channels (similar coupling strength)

one then arrives at the following distribution of the o�-diagonal matrix elements of W I

for � open channels:

P�(x) =
jxj(��1)=2K(��1)=2(jxj)

�(�=2)
p
� 2(��1)=2

; (7.4)

with x = W I
ij and hx2i = �. K� denotes here the modi�ed Bessel function.

7.2. A realistic example of 24Mg

7.2.1. One channel coupling The physics to be addressed below by making use of

the above formalism is that of a nucleus decaying by emission of one single nucleon.

An example of 24Mg is taken with the inner core of 16O and the remaining nucleons

interacting in the sd-shell via Brown and Wildenthal (1988) interaction. For the coupling

between bound and scattering states a combination of Wigner{Bartlett forces (3.2) is

used, with V
(0)
12 = 650 MeV fm3 and � = 0:95 . The radial s.p. wave functions in the Q

subspace and the scattering wave functions in P subspace are generated from the average

potential of the Woods-Saxon type with the spin-orbit part included as in preceding

examples.

With the above model-space restrictions the 24Mg nucleus develops a total of 325

J� = 0+, T = 0 states. Depending on their particle emission threshold these states

can couple to a number of open channels. Such channels correspond to excited states

in the neighbouring (A � 1)-nucleus. When testing validity of the statistical model it

is instructive to begin with one open channel and to look at the distribution of the

corresponding matrix elements versus formula (7.4) for � = 1. This choice of channel

appears to be crucial for the redistribution of eigenvalues from real axis (HSM part) to

complex plane (full He�
QQ). Figure 26 shows how picture of complex eigenvalues changes
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Figure 26. Complex eigenvalues corresponding to 325 J� = 0+, T = 0 states of 24Mg

coupled one channel with a particle of 20 MeV in the continuum are represented by Æ

(coordinates are ER and �R). The channel is selected from 517 J� = 1
2

+
, T = 1

2 states

of 23Na as follows: (a) the lowest such state in the energy spectrum of 23Na (excitation

energy Eexc = 2:20 MeV above 3
2

+
g.s.), (b) middle one (Eexc = 33:30 MeV) and (c)

the highest one (Eexc = 68:39 MeV), but the threshold for the continuum is always the

same [and corresponding to case (a)] to position the particle energy at the same place

in the 24Mg spectrum.

for some extreme choices of (A � 1)-nucleus states. The daughter states from edges of

spectrum tend to couple with the same edge of mother nucleus spectrum. As a result an

almost exponential change of imaginary part of eigenvalue (�R) with the real part (ER)

occurs. This is not a picture expected by statistical assumption, and indeed one does

not expect it to be ful�lled by states at the edges of the spectrum, so we shall choose

our channels from those giving an eigenvalue picture of �gure 26(b).

This restriction is not enough for statistical model validity, that is illustrated in

�gure 27. Here, the open channel corresponds to the spin 1
2

and its energy to about

the middle of the spectrum. Both, the imaginary (left) as well as real (right) parts

of W are displayed. The upper part of �gure 27 involves all 325 J� = 0+, T = 0

states of 24Mg. Clearly, in this case there are too many large and also too many small

matrix elements at the expense of intermediate ones, as compared to the statistical

� = 1 distribution (solid line). This may originate from the fact that many states in

the Q space are localized more than allowed by GOE. Especially those from the edges

tend to couple only to small number of channels close to them in excitation energy.

Indeed, by discarding 60 states on both sides (205 remains) of the spectrum, the picture
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Figure 27. Typical projections of distribution of matrix W elements coupling to the

one channel continuum in the SM basis of J� = 0+, T = 0 states in 24Mg are presented

as histograms. The projections on imaginary (left) and real axis (right) are normalized

and plotted versus normalized variable s = (WX
ij �hW

X
ij i)=�X , where �X = hWX

ij
2
i
1=2

,

and X = I; R denotes imaginary and real parts respectively. In the upper parts all

325 states were taken into account, while in the lower parts only 205 in the middle of

the spectrum. The full curves represent � = 1 distribution.

changes signi�cantly as illustrated in the lower part of �gure 27. Even more, in this

case the statistical distribution provides a good representation, interestingly, also for

the real part although applicability of the formula 7.4) is not so directly justi�able as

for the imaginary part. Similar behaviour is found for majority of channels except for

a limited number of them located at the edges of the spectrum. In a generic situation

the assumption about the Gaussian distribution of amplitudes V c
i is thus relatively well

ful�lled.

As for the equivalence of channels, when more than one is included, the conditions
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Figure 28. Standard deviation of real (�R) and imaginary (�I ) parts of matrix

elements Wij for one channel. The lowest panel presents correlation coeÆcient between

them � = (hWR
ij W

I
iji � hWR

ij ihW
I
ij i)=(�R �I). Di�erent line styles correspond to

daughter nucleus spin 1=2 (||), 3=2 ({ { {), 5=2 (| � |) and 7=2 (� � � � � �). All

these quantities are shown as a function of energy of the particle in the continuum.

are expected to be more intricate, especially when di�erent channel quantum numbers

are involved. The point is that an e�ective coupling strength quite signi�cantly depends

on those numbers. In addition, such a coupling strength depends also on energy E of

the particle in continuum so the proportions among the channels may vary with E.

This globally is illustrated in �gure 28 which shows the energy dependence of standard

deviations of distributions (as in �gure 27) of the relevant matrix elements for several

di�erent channel spin values, both for real and imaginary part of W . It needs to be
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Figure 29. Distribution of matrix elements of W in the complex plane as a function of

energy of the particle in continuum: (a) 5 MeV, (b) 10 MeV, (c) 20 MeV, (d) 35 MeV,

(c) 50 MeV and (f) 70 MeV. Each point represents one element of W . Units on both

axes are MeV.

noted however that within a given spin the di�erences are much smaller.

Figure 29 presents a more detailed picture of distribution of coupling matrix

elements as a function of energy for 1
2

spin channel. For negative energy the whole

distribution comprises on the real axis (He�
QQ is Hermitian), but when energy becomes

positive the matrix elements spread quickly over the complex plane and the distribution

turns quickly towards the imaginary axis. When the imaginary part W I reaches its

maximum standard deviation around � 30 MeV it becomes decorrelated from the real

part WR (cf �gure 28). Then the correlation becomes negative and, �nally, when energy
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Figure 30. The same as lower part of �gure 27 but for 10 channels of spins ranging

from 1=2 to 7=2 and two energies of the particle in the continuum (depicted in the

�gure). The || curves represent P�eff
�ts with �e� indicated and the | � | curves

distribution with � = 10.

of the particle leaves the range of SM spectrum W tends again to be real but with

the standard deviation �R decreasing. For d-wave channels the change from positive

to negative correlation is even more sharp. From this picture it is clear that �nding

independent channels will relay not only on the structure of (A� 1)-nucleus state, but

also an adequate choice of this channel threshold energy.

7.2.2. Many channels case Instead of trying to identify (with help of �gure 28) a

sequence of � approximately equivalent channels and to verify the resulting distribution

of matrix elements of W against formula (7.4) we �nd it more informative to make a

random selection of such channels. An example for � = 10 and two di�erent energies

(E = 20 and 40 MeV) of the particle in continuum is shown in �gure 30. Here, among
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the 10 randomly selected channels two correspond to spin 1=2, three to spin 3=2, three

to spin 5=2 and two to spin 7=2. The distributions signi�cantly change as compared

to those of the lower part of �gure 27. However, P�=10(W
I;R
ij ) (| � | lines) does not

provide an optimal representation for the explicitly calculated distributions. While the

di�erence does not look very signi�cant visually, the best �t in terms of the formula

expressed by (7.4)) at E = 20 MeV particle energy (upper part of �gure 30) is obtained

for �e� = 3:1 for the imaginary part and �e� = 4:4 for the real part of W . At

E = 40 MeV one obtains �e� = 4:8 and �e� = 3:1, correspondingly. This, �rst of

all, indicates that e�ectively a smaller number of channels is involved. This is caused by

broadening of width distribution as a result of the channel nonequivalence (Persson et

al 1996 and 1998, see also Mandelshtam and Taylor 1997). Secondly, such the e�ective

characteristics depend on energy of the particle in continuum, but this seems natural in

the light of dependences displayed in �gures 28 and 29. It is also interesting to notice

that WR
ij functionally obeys similar distribution as W I

ij although this does not result so

immediately from (7.2)).

The fact that generically �e� is smaller than a real number of physical channels

included can be anticipated from their obvious nonequivalence in majority of the

combinations as can be concluded from �gure 28. Simply the global distribution,

especially in the tails, is dominated by stronger channels, similarly as physics is

dominated by the stronger ones.

In order however to get �rmer arguments in favour of such an interpretation we

perform another exercise. Due to the separable form of W , which in terms of � explicitly

expresses its reduced dimensionality relative to HQQ, an interesting related e�ect may

take place. For a suÆciently strong coupling to continuum one may observe a segregation

of the states: � of them may separate from the remaining M � � (Kleinw�achter and

Rotter 1985, see also Iskra et al 1993, 1994). This is especially transparent when looking

at the structure of W I. For the original physical parameters of the interaction this e�ect

is only rudimentary, as shown in the upper panel of �gure 31. Only one state uniquely

separates from the others by acquiring a larger width. Systematic magni�cation of the

interaction strength (multiplication of V
(0)
12 by a constant factor f) allows further states

to separate consecutively and only for f = 7 all 10 states get uniquely separated in a

manner as illustrated in the middle panel of �gure 31. Their distance from the remaining,

`enslaved' states, about reects the order of their separation when f is kept increasing.

This nicely illustrates the degree of nonequivalence of the channels and the fact that

�e� � 5, as consistent with �gure 30 at E = 40 MeV, is an appropriate representation

for an e�ective number of relevant open channels. It needs also to be noticed that

segregation takes place in direction of the real energy axis as well, though in this sense

only three states uniquely separate (again consistent with �e� = 3:1 of �gure 30).

This direction of the separation originates from the real part of W . Incorporating an

equivalent multiplication factor into W I only, results in a picture as shown in the lower

panel of �gure 31. No separation in energy can now be observed.
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Figure 31. The 205 complex eigenvalues

for 10 channels and energy of the particle in

the continuum of 40 MeV are presented as Æ

with coordinates of ER and �R. The upper

part represents those for the original residual

interaction, the middle one for 7 times strong-

er interaction (one can see separation of 10

states), and in the lower part this stronger

force is applied to W I only.

7.3. Conclusions

Above study indicates that some characteristics of the statistical description of

the nuclear coupling to the continuum do apply. Certain subtleties, like generic

nonequivalence of the channels or (non-generic) edge e�ects, may be considered

irrelevant for studying various global aspects (Dro_zd_z et al 1996). On the other hand,

their quantitative identi�cation and understanding may turn out helpful in postulating

improved scattering ensembles, which automatically account for such e�ects, similarly

as various versions of the random matrix ensembles invented (Brody et al 1981, Wong

and French 1972, Johnson et al 1998) in the context of bound states.

Up to now the statistical models ignore the real part of the matrix connecting

(quasi-)bound states to scattering states. The real part of He�
QQ is likely to be dominated

by HQQ, therefore, this, in many cases, may be not a bad approximation. Keeping in

mind relatively strong energy dependence of WR (�gures 28 and 29) this however may

not be true in many cases, especially, when the segregation of states in energy (along
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the real axis) may originate from this part as well. Interestingly, WR is found to obey

similar statistical characteristics as W I. For some more subtle applications this does

not however yet mean that the two parts of W can simply be drawn as independent

ensembles. In fact, the individual matrix elements W I
ij and WR

ij are correlated and the

degree of correlation depends on energy of the particle in continuum.

8. Conclusions and Perspectives

We have presented the shell model embedded in the continuum (SMEC) approach to

microscopic description of the selected nuclei, low energy radiative capture cross section,

Coulomb dissociation and elastic scattering. We have also applied it to study inuence of

the continuum on the statistical properties of states. The SMEC is a natural extension of

the shell model (SM) that allows for precise description of nuclear structure observables

and simultaneously many reaction observables.

The residual coupling interaction is assumed to be included already in the e�ective

SM interaction (Q subspace). As residual interaction between Q and P subspaces and

also inside P subspace we use zero range force either density independent or density

dependent interaction of Landau{Migdal type. This deliberate choice of interactions

implies that the �nite-depth potential generating the P subspace and the Q�P coupling

has to be determined self-consistently. A self-consistent iterative procedure yields then

the new state-dependent average potentials and consistent with them form factors of the

coupling force. These coupling form factors and average potentials are then consistently

used in both Q and P subspaces for calculation of spectra, capture cross sections,

elastic phase shifts, etc. On the other hand, zero range interactions are not localized

in momentum space and cannot account for some nuclear properties (eg Skyrme type

forces fail to reproduce nuclear matter properties, unless three-body term is included).

More realistic forces of Gogny type would do better, but any �nite range interaction

leads to integro-di�erential coupled channels equations, which are much harder to solve

numerically. However, that might be one of further steps in SMEC development.

Simultaneous studies of spectroscopy in mirror systems as well as di�erent reactions

involving one nucleon in the scattering continuum allow better understanding of the

role of di�erent approximations and parameters in the model. The dependence on the

geometrical parameters of initial potential is not very important and they can be taken

from any reasonable systematics. On the contrary, the depth of the potential has to be

carefully adjusted so that the energies of the single particle states reect experimental

binding. This is especially important for quantitative description of the capture reaction

cross section leading to weakly bound �nal state, when most of contribution comes from

outside of the nucleus. When the identi�cation of experimental single particle states is

not possible or ambiguous, the SMEC approach predictive power is smaller. Di�erent

binding of mirror nuclei and inclusion of Coulomb potential break mirror symmetry

of the SM spectra, but it is not enough to reproduce fully the Ehrman{Thomas e�ect

(Ehrman 1951, Thomas 1952). This can be cured only by isospin symmetry breaking
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already on the level of SM Hamiltonian.

Further studies involving the SMEC approach include inelastic cross section [(p; p0)

or (n; n0)], weak interaction processes like �rst-forbidden �-decay in mirror nuclei,

spontaneous proton (neutron) radioactivity are under development or considered for near

future. These unifying features of this approach are extremely useful for understanding

the structure of exotic nuclei far from �-stability for which the available experimental

information will be scarce.

More complicated decay channels involving, eg, �-particle, 3He or 3H in the

continuum are beyond the scope of SMEC in its present form. Future extension of the

SMEC for such cluster con�gurations is possible in a framework proposed by Balashov et

al (1964). However, it is encouraging that these possible shortcomings in the description

of decay channels are so unambiguously reected in the calculated decay width for these

states. In general, the decay width is particularly sensitive to the details of the SM

wave functions involved and to the values of matrix elements of residual coupling so

they provide a sensible test of the quality of SMEC wave functions and approximation

involved.

The present studies have shown that SMEC predictions depend sensitively on

a very limited number of parameters. Some of them, like parameterization of the

residual interaction which couples Q and P subspaces, has been established in the

part concerning sd-shell nuclei. The others, related to the quenching of the e�ective

coupling operator, can be explained consistently with the SM analysis of spectroscopic

amplitudes. Also the single particle energies can usually be bound by experimental

or calculated (within the SM) spectroscopic factors and experimental binding energies.

This implies large predictive power of the SMEC and allows to apply it in less known

regions of the nuclear mass table. With the recent progress in SM techniques and

e�ective interactions in medium-heavy nuclei region (Caurier et al 1999) also the SMEC

calculations can be performed in this mass region. Precision of contemporary SM that

allows to predict masses of very neutron-rich nuclei (Caurier et al 1998) can be also

relatively easy extended to include explicitly continuum e�ects.

Alternative mean �eld approach for consistent treatment of continuum leads to the

Hartree{Fock{Bogolubov (HFB) equations in space coordinate representation (Bulgac

1980, Dobaczewski et al 1984). Recently a modi�cation of harmonic oscillator basis

has been proposed to reach the same degree of accuracy as for space coordinate

representation (Stoitsov et al 1998a, b), that has allowed for calculations of deformed

nuclei. These calculations have revealed that for Z = 10 � 18 the most weakly bound

nucleus on neutron drip line side has an oblate ground state shape (Stoitsov et al 2000).

These continuum calculations of SM and HFB type are preparing grounds for new

experimental facility RIA (Rare Ion Accelerator), planned to build in USA, that would

open a new era of nuclear physics and astrophysics by accessing nuclei, which up to now

were theoretical concern only. It will help to delineate neutron drip line (at the moment

known at most up to Z = 8) up to Z = 25, depending on its exact location may be

even at Z = 40 again. The proton drip line for even-Z (explored up to Z = 28 and
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partially in Z = 50�82 region) with RIA could be extended up to Z = 93 together with

identi�cation of all ground state proton emitters (RIA White Paper 2000). This would

open a huge playground for testing di�erent approaches of inclusion the continuum

e�ects.
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Appendix A. Astrophysical quantities

Appendix A.1. Reaction rate

Let us consider the interior of a star as consisting of gas of two types of particles A

and B. Moreover, we can �x particle B at rest and consider nuclear reaction induced

by particle A approaching with velocity v. The e�ective interaction surface F between

A and B is equal to the cross section �(v) times the number of particles B per unit

volume:

F = �(v)NB

This interaction surface is carried by each particle A. Therefore, if we multiply it by

the ux of particles A (equal to the number of particles A per unit volume times its

velocity) then the resulting quantity is the number of reactions per unit of time:

� = NANBv�(v) (A.1)

If instead of a single velocity there exists a distribution of velocities described by the

probability p(v)dv that the particle velocity happens to be in the interval from v to

v + dv, then the reaction rate (A.1) per pair of particles is

hv�i =
Z 1

0
p(v)v�(v)dv: (A.2)
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Appendix A.2. Astrophysical factor S

Let consider a particle with charge Z1 scattered on particle with charge Z2 with energy

smaller than the Coulomb barrier. If, in addition, we neglect nuclear potential outside

the inner classical turning point r1, then probability to penetrate the barrier via tunnel

e�ect is given by

P =
j (r1)j2
j (r2)j2

where r2 is outer classical turning point and  (r) is the solution of Schr�odinger equation

with the pure Coulomb potential. Using the result for r1 � r2 given by Blatt & Weiskopf

(1962) one gets

P = e�2��

where � is the Sommerfeld parameter

� =
Z1Z2e

2

�hv
:

The cross section for the radiative capture process is proportional to this penetration

factor

�(E) � e�2��

with CM energy E = mv2=2. It is also proportional to the associated wavelength

squared

�(E) � ���2 � 1

E

Therefore, one can write

�(E) = S(E)
1

E
e�2��

where the proportionality coeÆcient S(E) is called astrophysical factor. The astrophy-

sical factor S bears pure nuclear e�ect, because Coulomb and geometrical factors are

just removed. What is more, if there are no resonances for the composite system it is a

smooth function when energy E approaches zero. Such quantity is much more suitable

for extrapolation than ordinary cross section �. Sometimes, for particular reaction,

astrophysical factor is denoted as SZ1Z2 (eg S17 for 7Be(p; )8B).

Appendix A.3. Gamow peak

Let us consider thermally equilibrated distribution of velocities p(v) of the Maxwell-

Boltzmann form in the star interior:

p(v) = 4�v2
�

m

2�kT

�3=2
exp

 
�mv

2

2kT

!
(A.3)

or

p(E) � E exp
�
� E

kT

�
:
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The average energy of particles inside, eg, the sun is kT = 1:3 keV (� 15 � 106 K).

This number is extremely small when compared with the Coulomb barrier (� 1 MeV for

protons on light nuclei). Consequently, the dependence on energy of the expression under

integral in (A.2) is bell shaped with the maximum characteristic for a given reaction

and temperature in the star interior. This peak, called Gamow peak, is shifted to much

higher energies than the maximum (or mean value) of Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

(in the sun interior Gamow peak is at approximately 20 keV for 7Be(p; )8B and at

30 keV for 16O(p; )17F reaction).

If the factor S is approximately constant over the Gamow peak (no resonance

regime)

S(E) ' S(E0);

where E0 is the Gamow peak energy, then inserting (A.3) to (A.2) one obtains

hv�i =
1

(kT )3=2
S(E0)

Z 1

0
dE exp

 
� E

kT
� bp

E

!

with

b =
Z1Z2

�h

r
m

2

This expression does not require the precise knowledge of energy dependence of the

astrophysical factor.

Appendix B. Coupling potential and source term

To solve the coupled channel equations (3.6) in P subspace, one has to calculate the

matrix elements Vabcd of the residual interaction (3.1) between states in this subspace.

For the zero range force including the spin exchanges, which was used in this work, we

have:

VL
abcd(r1; r2) = ZL

abcd

1

r2
Æ(r1 � r2); (B.1)

where

ZL
abcd =

1

4�

h
(�� �)ML1

abcd + (1� Æ�a�bÆ�c�d)(�+ �)ML0
abcd

i
(B.2)

and angular two-body matrix element with isospin T can be expressed as (Brussard &

Glaudemans 1977)

MLT
abcd = �1

4

�
1 + (�1)la+lb�lc�ld

� |̂a|̂b|̂c|̂d
L̂2

�
n

(�1)jb+jd+lb+ldhja�1
2
jb

1
2
jL0ihjc�1

2
jd

1
2
jL0i

h
1� (�1)L+T+lc+ld

i
� hja 12 jb 12 jL1ihjc 12 jd 12 jL1i

h
1 + (�1)T

io
: (B.3)

Any symbol containing the hat, like eg |̂, means: |̂ � p
2j + 1.

The channel-channel coupling in (3.6) and (3.12) is taken into account through the

matrix elements of the type
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�Jcc0 = �X
L

L̂ � VL
abcdh(Jtja)J k

��
ayaa

y
b

�L � (~ac~ad)L
�0
k (J 0tj)Ji (B.4)

The A-body matrix element in the above expression is rewritten as

X
K

L̂2 � K̂2 �

8>><
>>:
ja jb L

jc jd L

K K 0

9>>=
>>; � h(Jtja)J k

��
aya~ac

�K � �ayb~ad�K
�0
k (J 0tjc)Ji;

and the reduced matrix element in this latter formula is then expressed as:

Ĵ2 �

8>><
>>:
Jt ja J

J 0t jc J

K K 0

9>>=
>>; � hJt k

�
ayb~ad

�K k J 0ti � hja k �aya~ac
�K k jci:

The diagonal parts of this operator induce corrections which renormalize the s.p. average

potential U(r) [see equation (3.7)].

The source term in the inhomogeneous coupled channel equations (3.12) takes into

account the couplings of the type

w(i) = �X
L

L̂ � V L
abcdh(Jtja)J k

��
ayaa

y
b

�L � (~ac~ad)L
�0
k �i

Ji

= �X
L

L̂ � V L
abcdh(Jtja)J k

�
aya
�
ayb (~ac~ad)

L
�ja�0 k �i

Ji (B.5)

Again, the reduced matrix element in this expression is given as a coupled product of

the two contributions:

Ĵ2 �

8>><
>>:
Jt ja J

J 0 J

ja ja 0

9>>=
>>; � hja k a

y
a k 0i:hJt k

�
ayb (~ac~ad)

L
�j
a
k �i

Ji

This operator modi�es both real and imaginary parts of eigenvalues of He�
QQ in equation

(3.14), but does not change the s.p. average potential U(r).
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